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FOREWARD

An Incident

The story Is told about a drunk in a large metropolitan city who
was searching diligently and aimlessly under a street light for something
he anarently bad lost. When a squad car stopped and the policemen asked
him what he was doing, he replied; "I'm looking for my lost key chain."
As the conversation continued, the policemen inquired casually where the
man had first noticed he bad lost his keys. His rejoinder was "several
blocks up the street." The policemen, somewhat puzzled queried the man:
"Why axe you looking for the lost keys here?" His immediate response was,
"Because the light is better here."

A Southwest ABCA Application

Using that simple illustration as a lead, I have the pleasure--
once againof acknowledging and beginning these 3rd Annual Southwest
ABC& Proceedings. Yet my feelings axe that if you are looking for some-
thing truly meaningful here, you are looking in the wrong place. It is
my privilege of beginning these Proceedings, and of acknowledging those
whose work made them possible; but their true value lies in the articles
themselves. If you are looking for any meaninfgul business communication
ideas turn several pages ahead. I have the opportunity only of pointing
you to the right place.

Before you do that, however, please renember that these Proceedings
have been completed with the tireless dedication and support of many people
who certainly deserve mention. First Sam Bruno, whose idea it was to orig.-
inate these annual Proceedings three years ago, must receive our thanks
once again. His untold hours of work in editing, printing and mailing
them in addition to his "normal" load of activities In research and teach-
ing denote his professionalism and devotion to ABCA.

Second, Dr. Rosemary Pledger, Dean of Professional Studies at the
University of Houston at Clear Lake, provided the academic environment,
typing time, and needed encouragement for the papers to be unified in such
a way for them to be published as Proceedings. All too often I feel we
overlook the support that leaders in business administration units pro-
vide for our Association. For that reason, as well as many others, I say
on behalf of the Southwest ABCA region a personal and professiveal "thanks."

Third, and certainly these acknowle..4Ments are not rank ordered,
Dale Level, our Program Chairperson, put together a terrifically stieu-
Latins program in our country's bicentennial year, 1976. Having worked
with him along with other program leaders, as well as serving myself in
that position, I know some of the uncertainties and joys Dale now has of
1976 program. I would hope that all of us would extend to Dale our deepest
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appreciation for the program's content as well as its conduct. Without
question, he served in exemplary fashion for Southwest ABCAers. 71 fortun-
ately, have the distinct pleasure of-thanking him on paper; but forsome
reason, that seems not enough. And those of you who have worked In a
sivrilAr position or will do so in the future know bow much I have left
out.

There is a saying associated with the Gestalt area of psychology
that goes something like this: "Don't push the river; it flows by itself!"
You--those who attended the meetings in San Antonio, those who join and
support us all year long, and those who are interested in business commun-
ication from its contiguous professional groups--represent the true
"current" and direction of the Southwest.ABCA group. You are the qnes
who deserve special thanks because of your active Interest and because
you are the river. We who write forwords and the like have the pleasure
of noticing the beauty we see in each of you. Mbst of my thanks, then,
must go to each of you, for all the support you give and continue to give
each and every year.

My hope is that these 1976 Proceedings will provide a "springtime"
all year long in your bookshelf. Each time you read, reread, and develop
ideas from them, I know you will feel a freshness and vitality that the
SWFAD meetings in San Antonio, 1976, provided.

North Texas State University
December, 1976

John D. Pettit, Jr.
Vice President - Southwest American
Business Communication Association
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PREFACE

The Southwest American Business Camumniration Association Spring
Conference Vas held March 17-20, 1976 at San Antonio, TPWAS. And this
collection of papers represents most of those presented at this higblY
successful meeting held during America's Bicentennial Year. The mood of
the bicentennial year was reflected in the conference theme, "1776-1976:
From Revolution to Revelation." Unlike the bicenteunial year the South-
west ABCA Proceedings have been prepared for three consecutive years.
The research efforts of many ABCA'ers and friends of the Southwest ABCA
have been distributed throughout this country. Two previous editions of
the Southwest ABCA Proceedings have been included in the ERIC system.
ERIC is a clearinghouse on reading and communication skills. Abstracts
of these Proceedings appeared in the July issue of Resources in Education.

Nearly all contributors to this Proceedings provided camera ready
manuscripts. One or two papers required retyping to achieve uniform style
and presentation. Therefore, full responsibility is assumed for any and
all mistakes that might appear in these papers. These camera ready manu-
scripts expedited and minimized the ,cost of publishing this work. Except
for minor changes necessitated by typographical errors in manuscripts and
obvious errors in footnote construction, the editor avoided making any
alterations in this collection of papers,

Thus, papers appearing in this manuscript are as they were origin-
ally presented at the conference. The sequencing of these papers corre-
sponds to the conference program. The complete conference program is in-
cluded in this publication. For one reason or another, all of the 21
papers presented at the Spring meeting do not appear in this Proceedings.

As evident from the conference program and the contents of this
Proceedings, Dale Level of the University of Arkansas arranged an out-
standing program and Dale deserves our hearty congratulations.

An undertaking of this magnitude deserves the acknowledgment of
many persons. Foremost among them are the authors who, diligently pre-
pared their manuscripts according to a very detailed set of instructions.
My most capable work study students, Etta Watson and Lou Payne, also
deserve recognition for their contribution to the Proceedings. I am
indebted to Etta Watson for preparing many of the prefatory parts,
correcting typographical errors, and carefully proof reading the entire
manusctipt. Lou Payne very skillfully retyped manuscripts, prepared the
table of contents and contributed in various other ways to the completion
of this work.

The editor and members of the Southwest ABCA are especially in-
debted to Dr. Rosemary Pledger, Dean of the School of Professional Studies
for allocating a portion of the Small Business Administration Grants to
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defray the cost of publishing rtli Proceedings and for encouraging the
publication of this collection of papers. Her contlnued support in pro-
-fessional and research oriented activities are greatly appreciated. To
all of rhPse dedicated people I am truly grateful.

It is hoped this third edition of the Southwest ABCA Proceedings,
like the others, are professionally enriching and serves as a valuable
reference tool for Business Communication.

Sam J. TIruno
Editor
ABCA Southwest Region

University of Houston at Clear LakP City
December, 1976
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COMMLINICAMO LOOM TILAS UMW
MONI.VtNIAL AUX= Of Sten= COMMICATION

V. lack beacon. Usiversity f Alabama to hirstmtkom
Fred L. byriCk. adversity et Alabama in eirmiaphas

Aura=

This peer discusses I. bormtmeme ef five categories otos'
cemoseicative MOO (IA,* kisesicepprommies. chromeatem,

otelesice. arid physical appeareame) orssolaatiasal processes. A
yodel with 4Aseesiess fr detersiming roolferimf 104000000s amd
ses-verhal cemseeication coo is sessested mad applied to as employee
perferemsee evelmatise alteatios.

311111000a1lit

Ciamesicaties is the 410 ef gimlets or esatmesiog isformetiem
by seise of some media. This presses is vitally important ass. he*
ems Wage is sestaildos the flew mai processes et ma orposiastiesal
activities. became* of the high value placed es emmoosiestiososmo La
cestiosevaly sea/chime for methods et peedictiss mad ewers/lima the
flee of isfemosties I. the commosicaelso mesas. Commositeties,
besedly &flood. 0114 be divtded tw tee cempesemtes verbal mod mew-
verbal. Moth attest's* has home gives to the verbal aspect* of 401111104
Niceties such ma the peeper 100 oilseeds, written media . amd sees.
Sem-verbal cssommicatios or "Amy isteresties perceived by the oases
emit% te set emitter or spehme has become ammeter et reseerm to malt
seem. yeets.1 ?hi* is tree to spite et the foci that ft/mead Med
sated swop years ape thatt Ibe that bao eyes to was mad este cohost
sey ceseloce oilmen thee smomemtal ceo beep a totem. lf his htpe
age eller*. he chatters with his flosertipes betrayal asses est at
every pore.**

for army year* coesosicaties theeciets emphosteed the imper.-
tames et bets* teteiver.00losted. to completely eadereemod mod sp.
premise, stktiotame of this receiveramtestaties, eme seat Warm ea

lou

1449.
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portemed is r,coaLzthg the importance sad meanies of non-verbal coo
Imitative cues.3:

forteasto1y the isportsace of mos-vettal ossminicatien Is not
based upon arsuments resultiss teammate opsculation. ft has bees ea..
ciliated. foe' example, that the average posses actually talks for a to-
tal of may 10 te 11 adoetee per da y. andjhat the average sentence
takes only oboist 24 swam* to prommate.' Other estimites **sew
that verde convey only about 3113 so 3$ perces( of all that I. mast in
the proms* of commoication. The romaiates 65 percest of all coma-
niceties is revealed three* body ustleas., in vire of this let os
asinine thin process of son-vetbal commonicatioo in pater &tail.

MU OF 1421,411111AL 0:01/4011=1011

Peyote tremanicace 64-4,atbatly in ot least five relatively
veil deflood ways. WE shall briefly idottity each of these cateeoriee
belay.

1. floosies. This type of son-verbel comealatioa Savoie**
body sevesests of all types lacledins facial sesteree.
head settees. les emenests, ast alter-aloes to body pos
tem.

2. . This type of ammesiestim :slates to bow
or disuse isdieldeals poeittee thalami*** from tee

meths, la the act of commosicatias.

3. CP co. This rolimmo to the degree of *ileac* Owe
silos bet verbol esthasseo.

4, 0014410190 This relemes to aspects of eye ~act or eye
avoidama thm tam place througheet commoicative tater-

rt1011.404.44144111141*. MA relates to the umy lb thich
people appeer to me smodharvidth regard to ssc Wass as
stings diffetestial. Fele,, clothing. sad ao ati.41

kt *Mow, "Perceptual Skills im a Corporate ifemalie."
toonsel Jeselel. f2amemory. 19/2). PIP. WM

4Coldea Wiemese. "Classes of Sem-litbel Commaticatiom." Awe&
neesesol geeftgaggA, (lareary. 1974). pp. 230433.

52010101,1ll Slb

410. Chet. last Thar Smployees ihm-larbal Came Atm Telltale
ling" Adidattot1044011 mompiegglo (ammust. 1914)4
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To illustrate how each of these categories of non-verbal como-
ntcatiao caa become important in oreanixational provisos., we when
briefly discuss each one with reference to a specific situation. All
of these are likely to be familiar since every person uses one form or
the other in all communicative interchange.

Kinesics

body motions are perhaps the most familiar types of non-verbal
commonicatioo. Experts in this area have indicated that it is taper..
tant tor us td recognise several things about the Maure of body no-
tions. First, each culture condi ta have ite own style of body lens.
guage47 roc example, cartel.* illation/1We. teed to incorporate more
hand amuses* in the course of regular cooveriation them others.
Second, tadtvidual *astute, or armaments cameo' be removed from the
context within which they occur. Thie is true hicause suture* cm,
over time, change in their maaing. Per example, tansider the "V" sign
that clearly meant victory during World War ft end wee emaciated with
Sir Waite* Churchill, in the late 1,60's, this eyebol wag more owe»
elated with the sigm of peace. Today, the same sign, according to the
popular press, mane vessessice in cartels areas of the Third World.
Third, body Languages should awns be verified with regard to what la
said by 'WARS of tbe spohem word.°

T. illustrate a Vs* example* of body roommate amd their West-
tants In orgasisactosal 'pectins, comsider the followiag examples. One
writer imielcatee that am imdivideal leanimg heck im hie sr her chair,
folding hie or her arm mat tooth-lag the sow as if im deee contemlrio.
tiro ars clearly sips of detersive behavior. Gerald I. Weirmaberg
palate out that the detemelvenema is folded arm illustrates that
there is doubt about the eetiom exile should tale. Ether this... oath
10 claim to territory, at illustrated by the oetetresched legs, CAM
AL00 be isettemeatai im 'melding insiabs tato a persea's tamer Meet-
ings.,

Promotes

The *tardy of the pommel spit* or distamte that separatee Lad.
divideala in the process of commmalcatiat IA hafts ea prommice. The
space that separates ladivideale depends * great deal em the mature ot
the commmnicitiom InIterdithee& ref ewsw0110. Ilistd 14111 haw 4110141e4
the commenicattam spike Late feet major territories. The first Ls
called the imagist. distmace. This le a very close hem ef tOMMIsticoe,
tid8 which nasally take* plate withim six lathes of the siert, sod the

714001110,

ILLIstes With Tour ryes:* .loc.

/berry Pleher, "Le the Werilmese World Seely Duly Talks,"
aMbaseadar, (May, 1.972), re. SS-5S.
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receiver. Stith distance is used for tap *sent talks and the dis-
playing of affection. This intimate territory can be expanded up to
eighteen Lathes or so but usually resalms characterised by confiden-
tial discussions with *pees* taking place at the level of a whipper.
The second territory is known as personal distance end ranges from
1% to 2% feet in the close phase and is reserved for very close rela-
tionships., The far phase vithin this territory is from 211 to 4 feet
and is usually typical of a comfortable distance for individuals talk-
ing to friends. The third territory is known as the social distance.
At this level the close phase ramps from 4 to 7 feet and is suitsble
for out business discussions and coeversations. For more formal dis-
cus:slogs the territory may be expanded up to 12 feet. Finally the
fourth territory is known as public distance which ranges from 12 to
23 fest and is the distance used for formal language there one can
only see the head and upper trunk of the Ludividogal with thee they ere
commumirating. The far phase is sore than 25 feet and is usually re-
served for public epeaking.10

Protonic* becomes an important type of sogi-vertal communica-
tion for the business setting singly because it dooternines to a great
extent the type of interchange that can take place. Where physical
**editions separate Individuals the style eed type of coemunicstion it
often determined environmentally.

To provide a* example of this type of eon-verbal behavior Ls.
the organisational settles, consider collective barge/slag negatia-
tiome. Aconites to one writer, When negotiators are Osseo, with the
progress of the bargaising session, they tend teem clout' to the
table mod tj coo amother. When they ate disturbed by the lack of pro-
gress, they awe away from the table.11 The same is true of isdivtd-
tale at a pasty. As a geseral rule, vhem they are eogaged in ea effec-
tive Werth/Ingo they toad to sit close tome smother and talk in the
persosal territory, (1% - 2% feet). Am thins bones 14110 personal
thiey novo way out to some level sloth as the social tetritory or bed.
rigid *

Chromenics mad etiologic*

Chromatics relates to the *neat of the silence betweem verbal
unthaws. This dlimeastee is mote difficult to deal ulth for the
average Ladle-ideal. Movever. eye momemoste,orthit lig commonly keen
as eicelesics is smoothies that almost amyeme cam observe. for exaaple.
eye gestures la bestows are very impeortamt. It Is said that Chinon
pole dealers watth the eyes of buyers for bitterest Lis a particular
stews because they have Observed that the pupils dilate them laterest

ipirosald L. &pp lobar, Ogees Oommosicatieme (Warper nod Neu
hellebore, Sew Toth. 19r)7, p. lee.

1"tistee With Yeet ryes.° lot. cit.
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increases.12 The ease type of behavior explains the motivation for
the use of the visor by the poker dealer because the movements of his
or her eyes may at times give away the cards that are being dealt.

As a final example, we should note it has been estimated that
the eye moves about l00.000 times in a normal day. Because of this
the eyes are one of the most expressly* parts of the human body. Eye
movements often ean give clues to Inner eaotions. The enlarged pupils
of the eyes, for example, has been shown to be an Indicator of a
favorable respomse to advertisements.13 Eye movesents,can also be
Important regulators of ccemunleation since an individual perceptive
with regard to much matters can easily learn just how long or haw far
to carry 0 point before the effectiveness of the communication is
minimised.'

Physical Appearance

The physical appearance of an Individual can tell us much a-
bout his or her status or role in society and specifically la an or-
ganisation. Recently the Importance of physical appearances has been
applied to such things as the job interview situation. A recent re-
port by two Stanford University researchers indicates that physical
eppearance say be one of the more important factors in deteraining
whether or not the recruiter is favorably inclined toward the inter-
viewee. It WAS shown, for example, that young men create sildly posi-
tive Impressions when they wear sport oats, shirts, ties and slaidAs.
The impression is stronser however, if the individual wears a suit.
With regard cowmen, the wearing of jeans sad candles can create im-
pressions that range from mildly to strongly negative. Failure to
amintala eye contact with the recruiter, using speeth that is loaded
with jargon, and stellar behavior can also result la aatative impres-
stoss.14

Recently, an interesttng study was conducted on the clothing
choices of succeoeful and aspiring sale college admlaistrators. It
Vall noted, for example, based om tbe sample inforsatiom reported,
that the presidentsHot colletes end umivarsities teaerally tear medi-
um ahade solid blue or grey two button suits with medium width lapels.
Trouser log* of the suit ate generally straight rather thee flared sad
long sleeved shirts &re regularly vols. the *bias seattally are
solid white sad arm accoepanied by a striped tie that la coordinated
vith the suit. ( the other hand, the lower level administrators sees
to prefer datble Ault sport coats of either a solid or plaid pattern
NS well aa trousers that axe flared sad mauffed. Wyss shirts tend

12Stewatt L Tubbs, Sasso r.onmenicition: An taterpersonal
Perspective, Random Dome, Sow lark, 1914. pp. 141-172.

13Albert S. Sing, "Pupil Use tye Direction amd Message
Appeal: Same Preliminary Findlay,* lour:gal 41,Ulark:tina, (July, 1972),
p. 5/.

14rBose to Cot Job," Parades (Oniember, 9, 1975), p4 12.
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to be short sleeved and are often pastel colors other than white.
Ties are fairly evenly distributed of a variety of patterns. The
point is, that physical appearance by means of clothing or other di-
mensions do in fact present the stereotype of individuals in various
positions.15

Thus, it becomes evident that there are a nunber of important
dimensions of non-verbal communication. The important question now
becomes what relationship do those bear to the verbal dimension and
how are they important in the everyday organisational situation.

DIMENSIONAL CONGRUENCY

Perhaps the most important thing perceptive cosumxticatore re-
ceive from the analysis of non-verbal communicatioo is an indication
of how well the spoken vord really measures up to actions of the in-
dividual. An inportant term in the non-verbal communication jargon
has become known as the Isinesic slip". In this case VI flea an ex-
ample of an obvious incongruency between what is actually said and
a person's actions. For example a person might say that they enjoy
a particular type of foreign food. At the same time the gestures of
the facial expressioos may indicate that the food Ls less than desir-
able.16 By the sae* token, am individual who may appear outwardly
as very confident in both the spoken word and physical appearance eay
display a handshake which is not congruent at all with the overall
appearance. This is often true of the typical "dead fish" handshaker
who displays a great deal of uncertainty and insecurity internally.
Thus, the first level of congruency relates to the consistency of the
spoken word and the reinforcing or conflicting non...verbal behavior.

The second level of congruency is among various dimensions of
meaning. A few of the selected dimensions La illustrated in Figure 1.
The first relates to the evaluative dimension or feeling* of approval
or disapproval.. Rows one and two of the exhibit contain the type* of
observations one might expect with regard to the various forms of non-.
verbal behavior. One can quickly scan the first roe, for example, end
derive a profile of the person displaylag approval via non-verbal acts.

The **coed dlmeesicm of meaning (potency) relates to the in..
tensity of the acceptance or rejection. Blak is lecluded to Wow-
trate the degree of confideace or uncertatatiae individual displays
isist communicative siteation. indicates the clari-
ty or ambiguity experienced by each party involved im the laformation

1-51dgar T. lush, "Clothimg Choices of Successful and of kw-
pirins College Administrators,"Ioraceediess, Southeasters American
Institute of Decision Sciences, 1916, pp. 239-240.

16sisemmo, loc. cit. 18
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exchange. Moving down the columns, one can determine the congruency
among the dimensions of meaning. We.can now construct an additional
profile to determine the congruency among the meaning dimension5.17

AN APPLICATION

In a performance evaluation situation, the non-verbal cues
may be especially useful in gaining control over the communicative
environment. Managers and supervisors continually voice discontent-
ment and insecurity with respect to the appraisal process. As a re-
sult, techniques such as management by objectives have been developed
to, among other things, reduce the threat of performance evaluation.

Most participative management systems suggest the use of same
initial period of goal setting where employees and supervisors mutu-
ally agree on performance standards (goals). This presentS an ex-
cellent opportunity to "size up" the individual, from a non-verbal
perspective, so as to better deal with the ultimate appraisal session.
Of course, personnel filed and similar records should be consulted
prior to the goal setting conference to obtain as much information as
possible with regard to the employee's past performance, etc. This
provides additional data upon which to evaluate the non-verbal be-.
havior observed. The process is illustrated in Figure 2.

The manager who systematically uses all opportunities to
gather data on both the verbal and nonverbal aspects of employee be-
havior 'All be in a position to reduce substantially the insecurity
of appraisal conferences. The same is true in related areas such as
sales contacts, problem-solving sessions, and so on.

17
"How Well Do You Read Body Language?," Sales MasaBasent,

(December 15. 1970). p. 28.

21
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FOUR PROBLEMS RELATING TO AWARENESS OF METACOMMUNICATION
IN BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE

Marlin C. Young, Stephen F. Austin State University

ABSTRACT

The evidence supports the premise that along with the verbal
message conveyed in the business letter there is often metacommunication,
nonverbal and unseen, a phantom intelligence transmitted by the writer to
the reader. The study of metacommunication as it relates to business
correspondence is in its infancy and the concern of this study was to
add to the knowledge of the subject by seeking answers to four questions.

INTRODUCTION

Often an additional message, although not expressed in words, is
transmitted along with the message that is expressed in words. Such
unworded messages are called "metacommunication." These may reinforce
the meaning of the message, or they may distract from the message, or they
may even contradict what the message seems to mean. For example, when a
person says, "Don't worry about me," he may also convey the message
"Keep an eye on me." Or when a person says, "I'll do my best," he may
also convey the message "I'm a little apprehensive about my ability."

Obviously, metacommunication is of importance in,business corre-
spondence where frequently the writer conveys an additional:message.
Whether people actually think with words, their intake of others' meaning
rests upon the words or writing techniques they use. People need a clear
awareness of how writing techniques cause reaction so that the techniques'
implications may be examined. This study attempted to add to the knowledge
of the awareness of metacommunication in business correspondence by
seeking to answer the following four questions:

1. Of the three organizations, which has greater awareness of
,metacommunication: members of Sales and Marketing Executives Association,
members of American Society for Training and Development, or members of
National Secretaries Association?

2. Which type of instrument is more suitable for measuring the
extent of metacommunication awareness?

3. Which type of writing technique is most likely to cause meta-
communication?

24
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4. For certain worded messages, what specific metacommunication
is transmitted?

PROCEDURES

The method utilized in determining the awareness of metacommuni-
cations that a Ppear in business correspondence consisted of an eight-page
mail questionnaire in two forms, closed and open, which surveyed a popu-
lation of 458 members from the three organizations previously cited.
Eighteen questions were asked about respondents' awareness of metacommuni-
cation that a PPeared in six business letters. Spearman's.rank-difference
correlation or rho was used to compute the coefficient of reliability.
Seven business communication faculty members evaluated the instrument for
face and content analysis. of the questionnaires mailed, 48.5 per cent
were returned; 46.5 per cent were usable.

FINDINGS

The statistical treatment of the data revealed that: (1) the
National secretaries Association's score was significantly higher than
the score of the American Society for Training Development. It was also
higher than the score for the Sales and Mhrketing Executives Association.
The mean and standard deviation of the respondents of each one of the
three organizations are given in Table 1. The means were computed from
the number of r espondents who indicated an awareness of metacommunication
by a "yes" scure and an additional message on both questionnaire forms;

Table 1

Summary of the Number, Means, and Standard Deviation of Respondents
of the Three Professional Business Organizations

Organization
Number
of

Respondents

Mean

Per
Respondents

Standard
Deviation

American Society for
Training Development 109 14.24 3.84

National Secretaries
Association 55 15.91 2.41

Sales and Marketing
Executives 49 14.57 3.40
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(2) the questionnaire Form A achi eved a higher mean score than the ques-
tionnaire Form B. The mean and standa rd deviation were computed for each
questionnaire form. The results of the computation are shown in Table 2.
The number of respondents who indicated an awareness of metacommunication
by a "yes" score and an additional mes sage was used in the computation to
compare Form A with Form B; (3) the grathmatical usage induced more aware-

Table 2

Summary of the Means and Standard De viation for Form A and Form B
of the Three Professional Business Organizations

Form
Number Mean

of of
Respondents Forms

A 127

86

Standard
Deviation

15.26

13.99

3.27

3.65

ness of metacommunication than any other techniques. In Table 3 are given
the means and ranks for the writing techniques. Each of the nine tech-
niques was included twice on the questi nnnaire forms, and the range of
scores was from zero to two. The mean is an indicator of how often a
technique was detected by a "yes" score and an additional message; and

Table 3

Summary of the Means and Rank for Writing Techniques
Most Likely to Cause Metacommonications.

Writing
Technique

Mean
Per

Technique
Rank

Grammatical Usage 1.7136 1

Euphemism 1.7042 2

Split Infinitive 1.6948 3

Superlative 1.6761 4

Spelling 1.6667 5

Vocabulary 1.6432 6

Phatic Communication 1.5822 7

Trite Expression 1.5446 8

Exclamation Point 1.5211 9

26
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(4) the netaccenunication sour commonly received by the respondents on
questionnatre Form 5 were different from the metacomannication received
by the respondents on questionnaire Form A he six of the nine writing
techniques. In Table 4 are given the results from 212 respondents of the
most common setaccamnicatios that were received from certain worded
messages, including nine writing techniques on questionnaire Form A and
Form B. Tbe messages most commonly received by the 56 respondents on
Form 5 were different from the messages received by the 126 respomdents
on Torn A for six of the nine techniques. The largest per cent of the
56 respondents for questionnaire Form 5 were conveyieg a reaction to
ocher parts ef the correspondence rather than receiving an additional
writer's message in answer to the eighteem questions about an awareness
to the various techniques.

CONCLUSIONS

abvionaly, netacommunication Changes the verbal message and the
writer of the business letter must be aware of the hidden message in
order to achieve the desired response in tee reader. lased on the pre-
cedieg findings, the fel/min conclusiome ney be reached:

1. Members of the Xational Secretaries Association appear to be
more aware of metacomennication than ere the numbers of tilu American
Society for Tr/amiss amd Development or theimembere of-the Sales and-
Marketing Executives Association. ?ethers the reason tor this le that
the skills required for secretaries are keyed toward careful attention
to the detail", of writing techniques.

2. The closed questiocsaire Yore A, ie more suitable for mea-
suring the extent of metacommunication amarenese them ie the open quee-
tionnaire, form S. ?ethers the reason for this is that the respoudent
made a chmainurit to indicate his avareeess to metacommunttatton. Witte-
as in form 5 the respondent bed to compose the metacommunication.

3. Since grammatical errors appear to cause more awareness of
metacommunication then spy other mattes techniqs*, then it is reasonable
to state that proper grammatical usage in the business letter is essew.,
tial if the writer slants to avoid the type of metacommunication which
n dght very well cage-a- misinterpretation and distraction of the verbal

ovonslin-

4. For certain worded usesagge *variety of specific ustaccout-
n iceties is conveyed ubes the sesseges related to respect, timeliness,
end education. The types of metacommemicatimm 41111 too varied to categorize.
furthermore, the frequeecy analysis imdicated that im the case ef certain
seeded sessagee relatims to six of the mime writing tech's/4v** the mita-
comnumicatiom meet tomemely received by the respomdents om questieenaire
fern it were different from the mstacommnaicatiem received by the respoedents
on ques t tonna ire Torn A.
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Everyolve should be aware of metacommunication and how it can play
a vital part in shaping the written message. All too often the written
message is framed with no thought given to the unseen message. The
additional message and the written message shoult -work together, each
drawing on its strengths to complement the other and multiply the total
impact. Written messages can be improved and made to be more effective
all around if a person will develc.p a feeling and an appreciation for
metacommunication.

3 4
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PERCEPTIONS OF GROUP LEADER'S ATTITUDES
TOWARD "SELF" AND "OTHERS":

A STUDY IN NONVERBAL FACIAL COMMUNICATIVE BEHAVIOR

Carl Hicks, Indiana State University

ABSTRACT

This paper explores the Importance of nonverbal facial commu-
nications In encounters between group leaders and group members. Two
levels of inquiry were employed: a "self-rating," to determine each mem-
bees perception of the group leader's behavior toward him, and the
"other-rating," to determine each group member's perception of the group
leader's behavior toward his fellow group members. Responses from a mod-
ified semantic differential were converted to normal equivalents and used
as input data for use in the analysis of variance prodedure. The paper
offers a discussion of the findings of this experiment with regard to

eAckArPMP-member's_al#1#5' t9.-Perceive the 10aderls nonverb,a1 facial
communications toward him and toward other group members.

INTRODUCTION

Research evidence indicates that managers spend between seventy-
five and ninety percent of their workday engaged in verbal communica-
tionthat is, listening, talking, reading, and writing.1 Moreover, if
the thought process is viewed as intra-personal communication, then it
is not an exaggeration to claim that managers do little else but commu-
nicate. Burns, for example, observed a sample of supervisory persognel
and reported that they spent eighty percent of their total workday ei-
ther initiating or receiving oral communications. The remainder of their
workday was spent--for the most part--in writing or reading letters,
memoranda, and reports.2

1Fred J. Carvell, Human Relations in Business, Macmillan Co.,
New York, 1970, p. 285; see also M. Joseph Dooher and Vivienne Marquis,
Effective Communication on the Job, Amrican Management Association,
New York, 1956, p. 13; William V. Haney, Communication and Org.anizational
Behavior, 3rd ed., Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Illinois, 1973, p. 4;
Lee O. Thayer, Administrative Communication, Richard D. Irwin, Inc.,
Homewood, Illinois, 1961, p. 3.

2Tom Burns, "The Directions of Activity and Communication in a
Departmental Executive Croup," Human Relations, Vol. 1 (1954), p. 78.
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Essentially, then, communication is a necessary and vital aspect of a
manager's job.

Communication Is More Than Words

Communication involves the consideration of factors other than
just oral and/or written messages. -Verbal language is only one of the
codes available to humans for the expression of ideas. Studies have re-
vealed that both ideas and attitudes can be effectively communicated by
mediums other than language. Communication may be conveniently divided
Into two aspects, verbal and nanverbal. The verbal aspect usually re-
lies on a system of symbols (words) to convey its message. Thus, such
verbal communicative:behavior as listening, talking, reading, and writing
all use a system of symbols or a language to effect communication.

Nonverbal Communication

Nonverbal communication is not so versatile as verbal communica-
tion, nor is it so easily defined. Emmert and Brooks, for example, have
classified and defined eighteen distinct areas of nonverbal communication
ranging from animal and insect communication to personal grooming and
appare1.3 Ruesch and Kees restrict their coverage of nonverbal communi-
cation to three categories: sign language, action language, and object
language.4

What is often overlooked /a the discussion of management communi-
cation_is_the_role-played_by_nonverbal_communication. .The verbal part
of a communication message (the words spoken) can often be supplemented,
emphasized, modified, or completely contradicted by the speaker's vocal
and/or gestural nonverbal communicative behavior. Albert Mehrabian, a
psychologist, has devised an equation which emphasizes the various as-
pects of communication. He considers face-to-face communication to be
composed of verbal, vocal, and facial communication'messages. His re-
search has indicated that the "Total Impact of a Communication Message
is equal to .07 verbal + .38 vocal + .55 facial."5 In other words, "what
is said" is much less important than "how it is said," which, in turn, is
less important than the "facial expression" of the speaker.

Although writers lu the area of management have declared the im-
portance of communication, they have generally concentrated their re-
search efforts on exploring the verbal component. Most of the literature
available deals with improving verbal communications or the establishment
of a communications system. If one considers Mehrabian's "total impact"

3Phillip Emmert and William D. Brooks, Methods of Research in
Communication, Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, 1970, pp. 345-353.

4.1urgan Ruesch and Weldon Kees, Nonverbal Communications: Notes
on the Visual Perception of Human Relations, University of California
Press, Berkeley, 1956, p. 20.

5Albert Mehrabian, "Communication Without Words," Pexchology
Today, Vol. 4 (1968), p. 53.
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equation a reasonable approximation of communicative reality, then it
would appear that the literature of business and management has all but
ignored ninety-three percent of the communicative process. Research in
the verbal area is necessary and important if communications are to be
improved; however, researeh should not be restricted to the verbal com-
ponent alone.

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

This study was concerned with the effect of selected nonver-
bal communicative behavior within a small group setting. It was an
attempt to explore further the importance and significance of facial
expression as a nonverbal means of communication. The primary pur-
pose of this study was to determine the effect of a group leader's
programmed nonverbal facial expressions upon the group members' per-
ception of the leader's attitude toward the group members. Specifi-
cally, this study was designed to explore the following research
questions:

(1) Will Subjects who receive "positive nonverbal
facial communications" from a group leader have
a significantly different perception of the
group leader's attitude toward them than sub-
jects who receive "negative nonverbal facial
communications" from the group leader?6

(2) Will subjects within the same decision-making
group be able to correctly perceive the group
leader's programmed facial expressions toward
other members of the same group?

METHOD OF RESEARCH

This study utilized one of management's preferred vehicles
for sharing information--the committee process. Selection and utiliz-
ation of a committee communication setting was chosen in,an attempt
to approximate a real-,world situation. Four classes of the Principles
of Management course, all under the same instructor, at the University
of Arkansas, were chosen for use in the experiment. As part of their
course requirements, students, in groups of five, operated a hypo-
thetical business firm through a camputerized simulation exercise.
Once a week, the students were given class time to discuss the results
of their prior week's decision and to make the various decisions affect-
ing the internal operation of their firms for the next simulation.

6.4 "positive nonverbal facial communication" was defined as a
"smile" or "pleasant facial expression" as opposed to a "negative non-
verbal facial communication" which was defined as a "frown" or "unpleas-
ant facial expression."
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The investigator randomly assigned students to groups within
each class. After the groups had operated their hypothetical business
for five weeks (real time) the investigator administered a test to
determine if a single student had emerged as the recognized leader in
each group. Following the evaluation of this test, a pre-test was admin-
istered to all group members with the exception of the recognized group
leader. Utilizing a sixteen scale modified semantic differential, sub-
jects were asked to scale their perception of the group leader's behav-
ior toward themselves, as well as their perception of the leader's be-
havior toward the other members of their group. Immediately after the
results of the pre-test were compiled, the investigator secretly con-
tacted the various group leaders and solicited their cooperation in the
experiment.

Within each group the following labels were assigned to the
remaining subjects by the investigator: Smile Recipient (SR), Frown
Recipient (FR), Control Recipient (CR), and Observer (0). The SR's and
FR's, of course, were scheduled to receive a specific programmed nonver-
bal facial behavior from the group leader. Specifically, the group
leader was to listen with a "pleasant" facial expression (smile) each
time the SR addressed the leader during the decision-making session
in claSs. Each time the FR addressed the leader the latter was to ex-
hibit an "unpleasant" facial expression (frown). No deliberate pattern
of facial behavior was to be exhibited toward the Control Recipient.
The Observer served as a confederate in the experiment. Following a
two-week training (or programming) period, the leaders began introducing
the experimental variables (i.e., smile and frown) during the decision-
making sessions.

Utilizing a variable testing procedure and the same testing ve-
hicle, post-tests were administered under the same conditions as the pre-
test. Subjects' responses from the modified semantic differential were
converted to normal equivalents (NE)7 and a composite score for each sub-
ject obtained by summing across the sixteen-item scale. Input data for
use in the analysis of variance procedure was obtained by taking the dif-
ference between NE (post-test) and NE (pre-test) for each subject's com-
posite score. The two factors analyzed were conditions (C) and treat-
ments (T). In considering the first research question (self-ratings), the
condition (C) factor had four levels, and the treatment (T) factor had
three levels, thus a 4 condition x 3 treatment factorial experiment with
four replications was utilized for a total of forty-eight observations.
Due to a gractical restriction on randomization, a split-plot design was
utilized.° Following the two-way ANOVA test, those factors with signifi-
cant F values were subjected to a further test of significance utilizing
the Duncan Multiple Range test.9

7Ronald A. Fisher and Frank Yates, Statistical Tables for
Biological, Agricultural, and Medical Research, 4th ed., Hafner Publishing
Co., New York, 1953, p. 75.

8Charles R. Hicks, Fundamental Concepts in the Design of
Experiments, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, New York, 1964, pp. 190-200.

9Ibid., pp. 31-33. 38



FINDINGS

Self-Rating

25

The first area explored dealt with determining the effect of the
-leader's programmed nonverbal facial expression upon a member's per-
ception of the leader's attitude. For statistical testing purposes the
null hypothesis was as follows:

There is no significant difference between the
three levels-Of the treatment (T) factor.

To test this hypothesis, a two-way analysis of variance test uti-
lizing treatments (T) as one factor and conditions (C) as the second fac-
for was used as the primary test of significance. The treatment (T) fac-
tor had three levels coded for identification purposes as follows:,

SR = Smile Recipient' perception of the leader's attitude toward
himself.

FR = Frown Recipient's perception of the leader's attitude toward
himself.

CR = Control Recipient's perception of the leader's attitude toward'
himself.

The second factor, conditions (C), had four levels coded for identification
purposes as follows:

C-1 = The experimental variable was introduced for one decision-
making session and a post-test followed immediately.

C-2 = The experimental variable was introduced for two decision-
making sessions and a post-test followed the second session.

C-3 = The experimental variable was introduced for three decision-
making sessions and a post-test followed the third session.

C-4 = The experimental variable was introduced for four decision-
making sessions and a post-test followed the fourth session.

Table 1 presents the analysis of variance (ANOVA) for the "self-rating" test.

TABLE 1

ANOVA TABLE FOR THE SELF-RATING TEST

Source of Variation df SS MB F.

Conditions (C) 3 109.3849 36.4616 2.16
Leaders Within Condition 12 202.0872 16.8406
Treatments (T) 2 435.6121 217.8061 14.01**
Interaction (T)x(C) 6 59.2811 9.8802 .64
Leaders Within
Condition x Treatment 24 373.0592 15.5441

**P<.001

From the analysis of variance (ANOVA) test, the F-test value indi-
cated a significant difference'amdng the three levels of the treatment (T)
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factor at the .001 level of significance. In other words, the means of
the Smile Recipients (SR), Frown Recipients (FR), and Control Recipients
(CR) were significantly different. An additional test of significance be-
tween the means of the SR's and FR's utilizing a one-tail t-test indicated
-that the mean of the SR's-was significantly more positive than the mean of
the FR's (t=5.16; 28df; ievel of significance=.001).

Other-Rating

The second area of interest dealt with ascertaining group members'
ability to .correctly perceive the leader's programmed facial behavior
toward other members of the same group. For statistical testing purposes,
the null hypothesis was as follows:

There is no significant difference between
the six levels of the treatment (T) factor:

To test-this-hypothesis; a-two-way-analysis of a variance test uti-
lizing treatments (T) as one factor and conditions (C) as the second factor
was used as the primary test of significance. The treatment factor had six
levels coded for identification purposes as follows:

SF =

SC =

FS =

FC =

CS =

CF =

Smile Recipient's perception
the Frown Recipient.
Smile Recipient's perception
the Control Recipient.
Frown Recipient's perception
the-Smile-Recipien6.

of the leader's behavior

of the leader's behavior

of the leader's behavior

toward

toward

toward

Frown Recipient's perception of the leader's behavior
the Control Recipient.
Control Recipient's perception of the leader's behavior
toward the Smile Recipient.
Control Recipient's perception of the leader's behavior
toward the Frown Recipient.

toward

The second factor, conditions (C), had four levels and was the same
as that described earlier. Four groups of the experiment were run for each
condition, thus a total of ninety-six observations were obtained. Table 2
presents the 'analysis of variance (ANOVA) for the "other-rating" test.

TABLE 2

ANOVA TABLE FOR THE OTHER-RATING TEST

Source of Variation df SS MS

Conditions (C) 3 89.2803 29.7601 .52
Leaders Within Condition 12 688.1949 57.3496
Treatments (T) 5 345.7125 69.1425 4.91**
Interaction (T)x(C) 15 351.3007 23.4200 1.66
Leaders Within
Condition x Treatment 60 844.5565 14.0759

**P<.001
4 0
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free the AMU test, the fteet valve laditated a stilittemat dig-
(weft* eases the six levels f the creamiest factor at the .001
is other words, the mesas of the fre, SC's, fre, PC'e. CS's, cad tfie
were sigeificaatly different.

ft wee hypotheette4 theta If embiects wore able to cerrectly
ideetify the prostdemed sowevehal feria' beholder of the leader toward
other members of the same peep, se significast difference would oast
between the folieviet ceeposioess:

CS verses 71 -this, repreoeste a ceaparises between
the °petrel Reciptesee perteottom of the leader's
behavior toward the Salle SecittimiAlti the
Prows hecipieeee perceptise of the Iii-der's
behavior toward the Smite hecielest .

sr verges Cf - this topmost* a cempertees beteess
the Mile Secipieses percestise of the Ueder's
behavior tower* the Prows liscipiest
&Wel Secipiesee percepties of thi-Leader's
behavior award the hews Seciplest.

TAMS 3

IPA= Mt 701

CS versos 71
ifIgrati*

2.111

1.
1.94
2.00

lawn Sissitigsat Sato (I' AO)
AA% taiicatad ir W43.5 36 those comisstisses were sot sigsifiesat

at tta .65 level el siesiticaaes. la ether vatilla, the fitiietasess is
asses aft ths CS Iglesias n mot St *mei CP sus sot statistically sigait-
icaat. ca tiro otiose issaa s SC mints re esaystissa posiasai a twigs atskulk was istatiatitally stesilicast i tile .01 least

fictsSial fff Plintics

Mood es the results eh/calmed via statistical teatime. the
Swift empetimmetal coaclosieso mere draws. Sehjecto who resolved pee-
Mae seseerhal facial commemicatiess fres the stoup larders hed a este
tgliscolla perreptime of the isediree t1t.t. towstd themselves thee
did eallects eh. received amtativemesewhel tecial commalcatiese flroo
the steep leadees

Seeman, ambiettawithia the erme decialee-mehime vã .. were
able te coerectly pereetee the veep leader's peeeyeemed facial empres-
s/es tossed *that sumipers et Ole sem weep.
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Serous* the experimeettal variable (i.e. the loader's prelireemed
smile or from) vas the eddy comtrollablevandole perpeoefully tetra.
doted bemuse'o the pre- sad peat..test, it seemed plessible to aseile the
rote of causal ageat to it. Oa the striegth of reesomeablemess, therefore,
it wee comcleded dist the leader's promerammed smile sled frown exerted a
messerable Lansaw* on the group aember's perception of the leader's 4t .
titede.

nonage of the retreat study comeelvohly lead themselves tr the
following geserallsatisee. first, it appeals Chat a group leader's pre.
essemed meeverbal reensuomicative facial behavior stile is the process of
rootlets& iefermattee is derisieemmakies suns* (i.e. Itateelat) Le
clearly tleceralhle by group members. %ether this reco;nitioa by group
members fess a coeseloos mme or met wes met specifically tested, bet there
is some isdiceties that perhaps the receSetrlee eccerred isa leer rhos
commioes level.Aw

Soceedly, withal* the coatest et the pomp tierisioe-mOdWigueit, it
appear* that a group loafer's programmed eseverbal facial behavior has as
Lefluesce ea the group lembees perceptims of the leader's attitude. The
evildoers lanceted ea a pre.teet/peet-teet comparlems heels that a peep
membees perceptioa could be isfloseced amd Wised altered by the pro-
grommet mmovithaI farial behavior of the veep leader. le other verde.
it appears that a peep Wedge's programmed smile tandem/Ad chs rectp-
test's perceptiom of the leader's attitude im a positive or faverahle
sammer. is additiom, it speeds, that a group leader's peogrammed from
iefluemced the recipiemestparceptise et the leader's, init.& la a see-
env* or uetaverable suommet .

fe geseral tt appears that memieets vithin 4 4441414010144k141
peep ate swore et the facial behavior of the group ladder toward ether
members of the veep. Specifitally, it appears thick lf the toadies la-
nal behavior is cossistest (I.e., programmed) peep members will outset-
by recogalse it.

floc mospiptsestersei facial behaviot seeth me the* esibibited temerd
the Ceettel hocipieemt, however, aembere differed sigmlnemetly la their
peteeptimmef tbe immOmee behavior, Miecificelly, it appears that group
member, shooed a tomdeacy to project their ewe pee/reptiles et the leader's
attitude tessetd thmemetwes. fee limetamce, the widows imegmete their the
Smile Secipiamt perosion4 the lesisitta ishibitims a fevoribie attitude
teuerd the Ceetrel Socipiest Allem the Priem Secipiest peereived the
leader ea einhibitiog am lefameriable attitude tower& the Cistrel Mecipioat.
la reality. et everse, the loafer may heft iehibited *either oc.hoth.

°After time emperissmet Imo rompleted, selbjette wets infeneed by
tbe Imeestigster et dm tree estate of tims eapetlerakt. fialleeoler tatet
views with a eemple of Mt Veep leadere ledicated that imilvieleal grew
ammbers were empor to Moe ellowher they bed serviet ele the 511 111, or Clis
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TOWARD EFFECTIVE CORRECTIVE COMMUNICATION

Betty Yantis, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Trudy Knox, Capitol University

and Ohio State University

ABSTRACT

Managers and stopervieors in all organizations are
faced with the necessity of having to evaluate, correct
and discipline subordinates. ?his type of conaunication,
according to participants in management development semi-
nars, is frequently unpleasant and also ineffective.

Follow up reports frost these participants indicated
that after learning and using the problem solving approach
in a corrective interview, that they were sore effective
in accompliehing their objectives and.that both they and
their employoug were more emotionally comfortable during
the coanunication process. This procedure was also found
to be effective in upward coaaunication.

The interview procedure combines the basic steps of
probiea solving with Transactional Analysis Theory of ego
states. The problen solving format requires a clear, fact-
ual descrlption of the problea, a considetation of alter-
native solutions, an action agreement and follow-up pro-
cedures. Ego state theory is effective in recognising and
minimizing the destructive :motional content of the cow&
munication process.

The methodology used for teaching this technique, in
both aanagestent seninars and classrooas, was role playing.
Follow up reports indicated that this interview technique
was a valuable management tool in a variety of situations.
The authors have also found it to be extremely effective
in comaunicating with students relative to grades, class
attendance, academic standards and other problem areas.

INTRODUCTION

°Usually the resolution of conflict leaves a legacy
which will affect the future relations of the parties and
their attitudes about each other." /t is beeause of this

Ihlan C. Filley, Iaterpersonal Conflict Resolution
(Glenview, Illinois: Scott, ro(essan and Co., 1975).Ppll
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residual effect that the positive resolution of inter-
personal conflict becomes important to not only the indi-
viduals involved, but to the efficient functioning of the
organization. The corrective or disciplinary interview is
a communication situation where the potential for a nega-
tiv resolution is especially high.

Managers and supervisors in all organizations are
faced with the necessity of having to correct and disci-
pline subordinates. According to participants in manage-
ment development seminars, this type of communication is
frequently unpleasant and also ineffective.

Because this type of communication is not only ne-
cessary, but can also be a factor in the growth and effect-
iveness of employees, it would appear that competence in
this type of communication would benefit both the suparior
and the subordinate. Tho technique described below was
designed to aid the manager in correctional, disciplinary
and appraisal intarviews. Feedback from managesent sem-
inar participants indicates that the technique is effect-
ive in both upward and downward communication in a variety
of situations.

CONFLICT RESOLUTION

FilIey groups conflict resolution strategies into
three broad categories win-lose methods, loso-4ose
methods and win-win methods.2 In his summary of the
characteristics of the win-lose and lose-lose methods it
is interesting to note that the focus of these methods is
on the person or persons involved rather than on the pro-
bleu being addressed.

On the other hand, the problem-solving, win-win
strategy focuses on the creation of a climate and a pro-
cess whereby goals of both parties shay be effectively
achieved.

The superiority of the confronting problemsolving
approach has been well documented.3 The technique

2 ibid. pp 21-30.

3 P.R. Lawrence and J.W. Lorsch, "Differentiation
and Integration in Complex Organizations,s Administrative
science Quarterly. 12 (1967), 1-47 and Ronald J. Burke,
"Methods of Resolving Superior-Subordinate Conflict: The
Constructive use of Subordinate differences and Disagree-
ments", Organizational,tehavior and Neman_Performance,
(1970). 393-411.
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described below is an application of win-win confli t
resolution in A specific type of situation.

OZJICTII/S

"It's ay fault. Again. Always is. Sver will be.
world without end."

Harris uses these words to describe the feelings
of the little person as he gnes through the civilising
process of growing up. These feelings develop early in
the child and are reinforced throughout his life as his
behavior is °corrected" by significant adult people in
his environsent* These negative feelings about a °cor-
rective situation° tend to surface throughout life:
therefore* the situation itself tends to evoke negative
*notions.

_
The objective of t. teChnig44 described below is

to help the manager affect behavioral and ttitudinal
changes by using Transactional Analysis Iteory to recognise
(1) that these Child'ego feelings do exists (2) that they
are inappropriate 4nd counterproductiv in a problem
solving situations (3) that a critical Parent to Child
relationship vitt an employee evoke* negative feelings
and responses; and (4) that the. Adult ego state solves
problems*.$

4Theditas A. Rattles, = tOu'ite OK (Mew Task:
Avon Rooks* 1973). g 40.

Ifransactional Analysis theories are widely publish-
ed* sad will not be discussed in this paper. Suggested
reference* includes attic *erns* The Structsre_andjlivomamict
of Organisations and_Droups (Neu 'forks Grove Press,
1963): Dorothy Jongevard and contribators* WVerybody Wins:
Transactional Analysls Applied.tokOtganisations (Menlo
Park* California: Addison-Wesley Publishing Company. 1973):
4ut Neininger* Succes* Through Transactional Analysis
(New York: Ctosset and Dunlap* 1973).
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METHODOLOGY

This technique was used in a series of management
seminars, conducted through the Graduate School of'
Administration of Capitol University in Columbus, Ohio,
in the spring and summer of 1975, as veil as in private
consulting situations.

Ego States

The participants, in all situations, were middle
to 'upper level managers in business or government. Trans-
actional Analysis (TA) theories of ego states and time
structuring were presented the first day of the seminar.

The objective was for the participants to gain
sufficient self-awareness to be able to recognise the ego
state in which they and others were operating in given
situation. This was accomplished by having participants
analyse cases, ,ahare personal examplos_of_ego state_
identification and participate in role playing. In the
role plays the counterproductive emotions of the Parent
and Child ego states were illustrated and the problem
solving ability of the Adult ego state was emphasized.

The /ntetview

Throvghout the seminars, problem solving was
stressed. It was pointed out that an interview for cor-
rective, disciplinary or valuative reasons vas,
essentially, just another problem solving situation for
a manager, and when viewed in that light. could and should
be handled in an objective manner without needless nega-
tive emotional Content.

I. Present the Problem

A. *I want to talk to you bout.... Preparation on
the part of the supervisor is essential. The collection
of factual information about dates. problen behavior and
sources of information are necessary for an effective
interview. A straight approach in setting up the inter-
view prevents unnecessary anxiety and unfounded expec-
tations. A straight communication would be 4°1 Went to
talk to you in my office today at 4:00 pm about your last
report.° This provides information to the Adult,ego state
and reduces confusion and anxiety in the Child *go state.

M. °There are some things you do well.* A posi-
tive atmosphere or tone can be conducive to problem-
solving communication. Starting the interview with a good
stroke can calm an anxious Child ego state so that the
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Adult ego state can function. Too many good strokes at
this point can mislead the employee about the purpose of
the interview. This was frequently noted in role playing
and the communication shifted out of the Adult ego state.

C. "It seems that you and I have a problem."
Problem behavior is a problem for the supervisor as well
as for the employee. Acknowledging joint responsibility
is less likety to activate a rebellious or scared Child
ego state.

The problem should be stated as succinctly and
factually as possible. The objective is to communicate
Adult information in order to solve a problem. In role-
playing situations it was observed that although the
verbal content of the message was factual, it was fre-
quently perceived by the person in the other role as being
a Parent to Child communication because of voice tones and
facial expressions. When this happened the Child ego
state of the interviewee was hooked, and the problem-
solving aspects of the interview gave way to nonproductive
emotions.

II. Listen to the Employee

A. "Is this the.way you see the problem?" In
the seminars, it was observed that listening was frequently
a problem for the person in the supervisor's role. The
tendency to interrupt and restate what the interviewee
was saying was again perceived as Parent to Child communi-
cation and lessened the effectiveness of the interview.

The response of the interviewee will determine the
corrective action plan.

II/. Action Plan

A. "What do you suggest we do?" If the employee
agrees with the supervisor's assessment of the problem,
the next step is to decide on the action needed to solve
the problem. Asking for the employee's suggested solution
gives him the opportunity to be in charge of his own be-
havior rather than being "controlled" by his supervisor.
This approach keeps the communication between the problem-
solving Adult ego states rather thaa between a Parent ego
state and a scared, rebellious or passive Child ego state.

The plan should be an action plan that will result
in visible change within a given time frame. Such re-
sponses as "I'll do better." or "I will try not to let it
happen again." are not acceptable because, not only do
they indicate a lack of commitment, they also lack a plan
for action. Acceptable plans define the activity required
to achieve the desired change in behavior.
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H. "I'm glad you explained that. It changes the
picture." "I'll check on this and talk to you again."

The employee may disagree with the supervisor's
perception of the problem. He may have information that
is not known to the manager. According to the type of
information, the supervisor may agree with the employee
and consider the situation as solved, or he may need to
check on the employees information and schedule a future
interview. In either situation, the supervisor listens
and responds from his problem-solving Adult ego state.

C. "Yes, but there are these facts that need
attention..."

The employee may not see his behavior as a problem.
("Not much happens around here on Friday afternoons, so
why should I have to be in my officer") In this case, it
has been observed that the employee is usually responding
from a Parent or Child ego state. The supervisor must
restate the factual problem situation in an effort to
input Adult information.

O. "Suppose we try..."

If the employee has no plan, or presents a poor
plan, the supervisor may have to suggest alternative
plans. The employee should be encouraged to choose from
the alternatives presented by the supervisor. His choos-
ing, rather than the managers telling, reinforces the
concept that the employee is in charge of and responsible
for his own behavior.

/V. Follow-up Procedure

"I'll check back with you..."

A definite follow-up procedure tells the employee
that the manager is concerned about the problem and
interested in the solution. The follow-up also provides
feedback for the supervisor. If the original action plan
was well defined, the follow-up interview can tell the
manager that the problem has been solved or help him
determine why it has not been solved.

APPLICATIONS

Although the interview format was originally
developed for use in a corrective or disciplinary *itu-
ation, it has been found to be effective in other problem-
solving contexts. Seminar participants revorted using
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the same format in communicating with their superiors
about their job situations, to resolve interpersonal
conflict with colleagues, and to resolve problems with
outside firms who provide goods and services to the
company.

It would appear, that in all these situations a
more effective solution can be reached by following a
format designed to fully utilize the Adult ego state
and minimize the emotional input of the Child and Parent
ego states. The key to the successful use of this
technique is in the active learning fostered by workshop
and group methods. The recognition of the importance of
feelings in the communication process is essential. The
technique only becomes effective through practice, support,
feedback and the resolution of inhibiting feelings.
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FORMAT

I

PRESENT THE PROBLEM

II

LISTEN TO THE

EMPLOYEE

III

ACTION PLAN

IV

FOLLOW-UP PROCEDURE

State purpose of the

interview (1)

Diicuss employee's good

points (2)

State the Problem (3)......4

Restate the Problem

(10).....m..., .............idoes

Open listen (4)

If he agrees (5)

-7,Good

If he disagrees:

new information ...deferred

not recognizeoOdeferred

problesi

1No plan (6)

1Poor plan (6)

plan (7)

(8)

Follow-up (11)

(9).
.

1
.

..................
--.............

The p)rases are numbered to correspond to the numbers on the chart:
(1) I'd like to talk to you about

.

(2) There are some things which you are doing well
(3) It seems that you and I have a problem

(4) Is this the way you see the problem -
,

(5) What do you suggest we do

(6) Suppose we try ii,

(7) We have agreed to ,

(8) I'm glad you explained that. It changes th* picture-
(9) I'll check on this and talk to you again

(10) les, but there are these facts which need attention--
.

(11) I will check back with you

4111MMINIMM11110~~110.11IMM10.1111MiMMINIMINI
...I



CONCEPTUAL FRAGMENTATION: A TREND TOWARD NON-COMMUNICATION

William P. Galle, East Tennessee State University

ABSTRACT

As society becomes more diffracted, more groups come into exis-
tence, with their accompanying identities, and language. This growth in
the number of groups increases the number of inter-group communications.
However, the very nature of group behavior seemingly precludes inter-
group communication. Thus, we are confronted with a dilemma. This
article is an attempt to look closely at the nature and development of
this dilemmai-with-a-call-for solutions. ---

INTRODUCTION

In his latest book, Alvin Toffler attempts to sum up what is
happening to the nation and the world. One passage succinctly states
his case: "What we are seeing is the general crisis of industrialism...
a crisis that is simultaneously tearing up our energy base, our value
systems, our family structure, our institutions, our communicative modes,
our sense of space and time, our epistemology as well as our economy.
What is happening, no more, no less, is the breakdown of industrial
civilization on the planet and the first fragmentary appearance of a
wholly new and dramatically different social order.

In his attempt several years ago to identify world problems and
rate propensity to lead to crisis, John Platt placed communication at a
serious level. In fact, over the next twenty to fifty,years, he rated
communication as one of his "solved or dead" problems.' 'Both of these
views of the future foretell the significance of communication as to-
morrow's world grows more complex. And brief reflection on past events
indicates, to some extent, the nature of the problem we shall face.

As industrialism developed in America, existing societal pat-
terns were disrupted. Society was becoming more interdependent and

1Alvin Toffler, The ECO-Spasm Report, New York: Bantam Books,
1975, p. 3.

2John Platt, "What We Must Do," Science, Vol. 166, (November 1959)
pp. 1115-1121. . 54
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many of the occe individual affairs of men were becoming more standard-
ized. On the surface this tendency sbould have made the affairs of men
(e.g., communication) much simpler; however's, there were and still are
complex undercurrents. These uodercorrents, although eliolutioeary in
nature, have provided tbe impetus far severe social conflicta kind of
antithesis to the presmures of comformity,--and as a result mew groups
(ethnic, religious, economic, political, prcfessiomal) have continnellY
emerged and coostructed barriers to protect their identities.

During the nineteen-sixties and sevemties, primmrily through the
efforts of government, we began another remind of standardization,,
attempting to minimize conflict by eradicatieg, cab at least legislating
away Individual and grasp differencesblackiwhite, sialeffemale, young/
old, rich/poor. Tbe federal government, three& its intelmmoramm
created mew importunities and incentives forums and mcre individuals.
Paralleling the activities of government, modem industrialism has
simultameously increased the individual's power of self-tetereination
and *paused strict, impersonal and distant relationships. Additionally,
as the federal bureaucracy has enlarged, it bss spilled over into in-
dustry, ampllfying the existing impersonal teodescies.

In tbe socio-political environment tbe impact of these changes
has been rather obvious. As attempts at Sucre "opee,class" society,
they seem rather ironically to have bad a reverse affect. in the last
decode or so increased opportunities and mobility bave led to a pleth-
ora of movements to establish the identities rig** and freedom of
various *romps. And with these emergent groups has 401110 the recognitiom
of new sets of needs, ettitudmm, end (loam, cases) language, 44Capp.
ponied by possibilities of se* Inter-grow relation'.

lo the scoccodc sector the same iepect Ls to be fogad. As
Tat 1a? poimms out: "Advanciag technology requires more labor division;
thief, Le /trot footers variety La the papal/sties. let simultaseously
the nem profusion of life-styles, subcultures, ethnic groupings, mom,
gional specialties, recreational 'efflaty groups' all gemerate demand
far a proliferation of varied goods arid services. This doused for
varied new products and services briago with it a proliferation of
varied new work processes, alternative work routines. tbat we wind
up with more differentiated. iodividaolimed people doing more diverse
tasks. Aod this vastly escalates, ooce sore, the cost of cocrdina-
tIGm. .

COMUMICATION MMUS IX COOMIXATIOU

Tbls cost of coordinatiou obviously has imbereet /wit problems
of communication its the number of veep la society (and tte world in
genteel) la:ruses, the number of rose.relational 10=444144 ow,

4To flee, op. cit., pp. 10-31.
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rapidly. A simple relationship can be derived by applying the formula,
Rc = E2 - N, with the following result:

Number of Groups Number of Relationships

2
3
4
5
50

100

2
6
12
20

245Q
9900

These figures represent only direct relationships between each group and
all other groups. They do not represent possible coalitioos or tiered
organizational structures. If these possibilitlea are =moldered the
formula, R. v (23 * N - 1) can be applied with the following result:4

Number of Groups Number of Relatiomships

3 18
5 100
8 1040

10 5210
22 34,708
le 2AV9,602

In addition to One OgriA, Attcrtruom Illv.crcos relationships, there
is a sigpif toast shift int angtiileviAng- .qualmusticative activity.

"In *wee the sinplest d1idetc0c0f Zetw-litekims must expeod energy oc
two different fonctions one Le met041321Y doftng the job; the other le
meinteilling liaison with'AnthamiiWipertfielp$2e LD the process. Anthe
*natty Vows nor* differekkaktina 044,10114ftm between these two cam-
pcnents of work--'product160 and *Ifebnme-- shifts, and nor. energy
must go Into the liaison =appall*. ,

In order to cope wit% the ifialeAsingly difficult task of coordi-
nat162, there are besical4! two, epproschoe In accordance with Magee
et al. ". . .coordination dee be achieved in twobasic ways; (2) The
activities. can be prograeled and then a systems of remerds and
pmaislimen*s can be utilised to Insure conformity. . . . A clear blue-
print of 4i4Mion would makedleparlures tram the plsn immediately obvious,
sada system of rewards would provide the force behind the basic plan.
Ste:wawa* toad leave little embiguity abcmt whom to punish aad whom to
row& (2) Organizattoos OSA rely more mpoo continuous fiows of infor-
ea*Ion (feedback or mutual adjustment) as a method of coordinating the

4for a diecussion ef this formula and 00 Possible WWI) reX0,...
tiouships see: itar0441Conts and Cyril 011onsall, trinc/ples of Nsim4.4.4-

eeet. Oh ed.. %ow York: McCraw-Hill book Co.. 29737Thapter 13.

5Toffler, op. cit., p. 30.
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organization. Under this system, errors, when detected, are often serK,
as a problem of impreper sccialization or training; one method of
correctieg this siteation is through the provision of new inforeatioe.
Also implied in this approach is that pressure comes mot so much frau
formal sanctions. . .hatuore from peer pressures. . .116 Either of
these solutions ray be effective for coping simply sith the increased
quantity ofeessages transmitted. However, there is a far sore serious
problem (perhaps indirectly related to tbe quantity ofmessages)
accruing to society far which either solution may be questiocable.

Perfect comommicmdkeirequires sessages appreachieg 100$ fidelity
and relevance. Far such to exist one necessary coedition is that the
receiver must perceive and interpret messages io the eanner the sender
intends. And to do so both should share 4 actual set of symbols. More
important, however, as we flip the "seeestic coin", is the sherieg of
the concepts which are associated with tbe syabois.

To date it seems that there hes been &preoccupation with the
problem of words asse in analyzing comennicetions. It is suggested,
however, that the greater problem is peychological In nature revolving
around "concept mutuality' or "coocept fmmiliSritr.° tommecumntlY what
is =ceded Is mere focus on concept formstion, the process which deals
with experience and the comprehension sod categorizing of such experience.

The concepts accumulated by an individual provide him with a
frame of referemce through which he observe, 4nd evaluates ideas,
objects. events and people in his environment. Thus, tha individual
will receive and interpret messages In tares Of his experlesc, amd the
ways he has learned to respomd. This is obviously more then a simple
capacity for words.

Quite often it is possible that Individuals, as meters of a
given gro4P, based on similar backgrounds end interests, will share
learning experiences and imternalize similar Concepts. As this phew*.
enon occurs for *ado group in existence, Concepts bee, fregmented with
the possible result that groups of individuals share dissimilar concepts.
To the exteot that two different group* interface, tbeir symbols (con-
cept proxies) may not be completely mutual, mnd their communications
will suffer. This is especially likely when the signs ledividaals train
therselvee to re-speed to ar* abstract IA neture, possibly representing
conceptual extremes.

While there may be many such cases where the bareful effects
are negligible, there are possibly many caaes where the results arm
quite sitglicant. if this Ls correct, and **Vera/ stUdIes sugsest It
is, then the social, patties). and *cocotte schisms noted earlier may

AVaTsld Kee, X. Aiken Ana C. Warren.. "Organization Structurm
and CosounicetiWO," VOI. 36, (October
1971) pp. 040-$71.
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make social progress increasingly difficult as the present solutions to
coordination become less and less effective.7

CONV-TIOKAL SOLUTIONS IN A CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY

As we move away from a "monoculture' and society becomes more
diffracted, it oeems that greater compartmentalization of both the
individual and society is taking place. While we find ourselves sharing
a smalLariourld, we also find ourselves sharing smaller and smaller
portioos of that world. Obviously not all groups in society communicate
with me another, but as one considers the large number of groups in
society, and more overwhelmingly in the world, the significance of con-
ceptual fragmenting begins to take on monumental proportions. It be-
comes increasingly difficult for articulation by some set of predeter-
mined rules (Solution 1) as the number of groups increases. AdditifinallY,
the application of sanctions (reward and punishment) by society at large
becomes more complicated because various groups require, or develop for
themselves, different standards. Classic examples of this would include
the multinational corporations, radical groups such as the SLA, and the
esoteric maoeuverings of various professional groups.

Consequently we are nore likely to rely upoo secoodary infor-
mation (i.e. feedback) and negotiation rather than rigid structures of
communiOn4 behavior. Application of thls solutioo, however, becomes
increasingly complicated as the varying power and status between groups
is likely to further inhibit feedback. Increasing social distance
generated by groups will generally be accompanied by a decreasing flow
of information. This is aorta:11y true as ons considers characteristic
Sroup behavior. Tor example, it is rather wall established 14at groups
are not generally eager to cooperate wholeheartedly with othoW groups.
Yet negotiation and mutual adjuntment require cooperation. 4Wcups
often perceima the situations In which they must cooperate SS asero-sum
Signe, whit& is likely to lead only to further inter-group tension. So,
on the contrary, the attitude is usually one of wariness and hostility,
atempanied by uncertainty. Ibis attitude is especially important in
light of earilkw research findings.

Emerson reported that goals tend to be defined in regions of
uncertainty, a quits feasible proposition since most goals lie in future,
and the future does tend to be uncertain. Additionally, he stated that
goal-oriented motivation is maxinizea as a function of uncertainty. In

7See, for example, the following: Carl Weaver, 'The Quantifi-
cation of the Pram of Reference in Labor-Nanagement Communication."
Joursal of APtlied Psoholcgy, Vol. 42, .1951, pp. 1-9; A. Warted, "The
Semantic Dimension. of finenciel Statements," Journal of Accountimg
Research, (Autuan 1072), PP. 376-391; Earry Triandis, tetegories of
thouglt of Managers, Clerks and Workers about jobs and People in an In-
dustry," .......2JoraflitiL4221114174t......11E._z, Vol. 43, (May 1059). PP. 338-344.
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his study he provided evidence that feedback is predominantly negative
under conditions of high motivation, and that uncertainty appears to be
sustained possibly as a result of such communications.8

Coupled with the findings of Emerson is the point made by
Leavitt and Mueller in their classic study of feedback! Conditions of
negative or no feedback are accompanied by hastility.9 Thus, the un-
certainty with which groups must deal leads them to some form of inter-
group behavior. And to the extent that this uncertainty generates a
high level of motivation, it may lead eventually to negative or no feed-
back, greater tension and hostility, and in turn greater negative feed-
back, in cyclical fashion.

STAMM

In summary, as society becomes more diversified, and conceptual
fragmentation increases, groups are more in need of information held
by other groups. Consequently, there is a greater need for communica-
tion. The one avenue seemingly obvious far such communication is through
the generation and utilization of feedback. But the apparently natural
tendencies of group behavior will diminish the likelihood of feedback
and co-determination of language.10 And thus, it could be by this road
that society sinks into a condition of stasis or stagnation--a confused
struggle of pressure grcups and power blocs.

If the trend toward what might be termed "polyschism" continues,
it will increasingly aggravate the situation, peritaps causing concepts,
and therefore language, to become extremely losalized. Eventually
society may find itself working toward Toffler's new social or4er, or a
glorified Tower of Babel.

In closing, it is interesting to note that many attempts at
solving.inter-greup comunication problems have involved some form of
language standardization. One such attempt is synbol language, wherein
the symbols woul4 be pictorial in nature, hopefully reducing concept
wonability.11 (Ono example familiar to many is the international high-

8R. Emerson, "A CM34 Study of Communications Feedback tnd Sus-
tained Group Goal Striving," Sociometry, Vol. 29, 1966, pp. 213-227.

9H. Leavitt and R. Weller, "Some Effects of Feedback on Communi-
cation," Human Relations, Vol. 4, 1951, pp. 401.410.

lafor ono example at group interference in Feedback see: Dennis
Ogawa and Terry Weldon, "Cross-Cultural Analysis a Feedbock Behavior
Within Japanese American and Caucasian American Small Groupe," Journal
of Communication, Vol. 22, (Juno 1972), PP. 189-195.

11Rudolf Hadley, "World Language Without Words," Journal of
Communication, Vol. 24, (AM= 1974) pp. $9.48.
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way signs.) This approach, however, brings us back to solution one--a
set of rules applied on the basis of prescribed sanctions. More import-
antly, it does not deal adequately with the abstract elements about
which we communicate so much. These elements tend to be deeply imr
beddea in group values and norms. How, for example, can we symbolize
such things as goodness, evil, profit, consumerism, communism, such that
conceptual agreement is reached by all? As we continue to diversify,
nationally and internationally, it may be something worth thinking
about.
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"TALKING TO OURSELVES"
(IMAGES, SELF TALK, SURVIVAL)

Franklin S. Wilitnras, University of Arkansas

ABSTRACT

Man is in an almost continual process of self-programming,
feeding himself words and images which are major factors in creating
his reality. Much of this programming is negative and self-defeat-
ing.

It may be possible to block these negative distortions and to
mobilize psychologically for handling frustrations. Suggestions are
made for more effectively confronting and managing ordinary frustrA-
tions as well as life's more difficult challenges.

INTRODUCTION'

From the age when we learn to talk, we hegim talking to our-
selves about "what is happening out there". ("ICS raining, isn't it
Daddy?") and about what is happening to oc ("Cee, I feel hot"). We
also feed into our minds various images ("that black dog vats little
boys") as well. Thus, it can be said;that we are constantly programr
ming ourselves, with mental images we create and sustain, and with talk
about ourselves and the world out etpre. Mare than 4:1.44:, das self-
programming helps create our reallt:!, and this reality is, for us, the
world we live in.

Now words and images can be positive or ni.naltive, favorable or
unfavorable, welcomicg or threatening. If they ate positive they
create positive feelings about the world and ourselves; and if negative
they help create a neaative world. That's the wortcrwe make for our-
selves; reality is partly our own creation.

Let us naw take ourselves into an ordinary day. This day ifir
is at all normal will bring with it many frustrations. We sit down to
breakfast but find we are out of coffee. Just as we drive off to work
we have a flat tire. We arrive late and an associate gives us a dirty
look. The boss says: "I need to talk to you today. That last project
you did didn't come off very well." At lunch the food is poor and the
cashier rude. Later on a friend forgets to smile, and dishes out a put-
down. And just when we are ready to.go home, we are asked to work over-
time.

1
Editor's Note: This article is written in the first personal

nominative to demonstrate the impact of "I" language.
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Now let us look at what we seem to have here. A day full of
many of life's little irritations. Each such circumstance, taken_by
itself, is a minor irritation. A triviality. A day, a meek, a year
from now it will most probably have made no real difference in our
lives. That is, unless we have let a succession of these daily burcens
creat la cs a sustained bad feeling about our lives and ourselves.

We can be fairly sure that today, like most days, will have its
share of irritations. We cannot keep these from happening. All
through our lives they keep on happening. There are many circumstances
beyond our control, many we cannot be prepared for, many cases of just
pure bad luck. You will agree that they often cannot be prevented
from happening. But is it possible to act so that you can change
their negative effect?

Little by little we develop a way of living, a way of reacting
to ourselves and the environment around us. This is not usually
planned or thought out. But by repeating these living patterns they
become a habit, until finally we are "living on automatic".

The point is, do we have an automatic negative? An automatic
negative, an automatic pessimism, an automatic anxiety? If this is our
typical reaction, we need to become aware of this automatic negative,
full of negative images, negative self-talk about the world and our-
selves. Albert Ellis points out that negative emotions are sustained
by negative thinking, by negative self-talk. When we keep feeding back
this negative thinking to ourselves ("this is going to be a terrihle
day, I can feel it already") we sustain the negative feeling. In fact,
Dr. Ellis says the evidence indicates that under normal circumstances
our negative elotions can only be sustained if we keep talking to our-
selves in a negative manner.

His solution is that we identify our automatic negative self-
talk, determirie to chane it, snd block it--keep it from happening. In
this way, we begin to learn e 01f4 way of reacting to the circumstances
of living. It is useful, also, if we can determine if it is a nega-
tive that generalizes, that seens to apply to most situations, or
whether it is a specific negative, which seems to happen under specific
situations only, such as the fear of failure, or the automatic feeling
of rejection by others.

I fei: that Dr. Ellis's approach to the problem can be'very
useful and deserves serious -nonsideration. but I feel there is another
way we may be are to prITar* ourselves psychologically for possible
trouble ahead. Au lutereoiting study has found that patients coming
out of surgery are often shoeme by the pain in the recovery room. Wak-
ing up to pain cari be a psychological shock, But the study has also
found that if the patient, before entering surgery, is carefully warned
what pain to expect upou waking, something pusitive happens. PsychOlog7-
ically prepared for the pain, as hz wakes up, Ms pain level seems less,
and he is better able to bear it. The pre-surgery warning prepared him
mentally and lessened the shock when it did come. In eight out of ten
cases, post-operative pain was less distressing when the patient was
told in advance how he might feel, when pain hit him. What we seem to
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have here is a kind of psychological mobilization. It is as though mind
and body were prepared in advance. Physical and psychological energies
were given time to mobilize, they were made ready to handle the pain
when it appeared.

Can we develop a kind of psychological early-warning system, a
"possible future pain" signal, that will help us over some of our daily
psychological shocks? There is more than one way of going about this,
but let me suggest one here. Let us write down, or mentally consider,
the following concepts:

discouragement
disappointment
defeat
misfortune
failure

Think of these for a moment. Practically every day, one or more
of these will happen to you. It nay be in minor or major degree, but
it seems to be "out there", waiting to happen. Would an advanced warn-
ing help? Can you mentally prepare yourself for at least some of the
negative events ahead?

Can you at first try to remember that about nine out of ten of
our worries are about things that never happen? This means we easily
tend to exaggerate the event, to blow it up out of all proportion to its
seriousness. Emotionally we are making mountaims out of molehills.
Often we can't trust aur first negative reaction.

For example, I have found that if I wake in the middle of the
night with a worry, I cannot trust my negative feelings. I get up in
the darkness, get moving, and get out cf there. With the light turned
an and yourself in motion, something begins to happen, you are mobilizing
yourself and the worries get smaller.

Let us return for a moment to our problem situations: dis-
couragement, disappointment, defeat, misfortune, failure. We now assume
these will happen, keep on happening throughout our lives. So, instead
of being surprised and badly shocked, we will begin to achieve a kind of
psychological mobilization. We are not going to be put down by the un-
expected.

At the worst, and if action is not possible, we can accept it
(telling myself this is positive self-talk). I have found it very use-
ful at times to visualize the very worst that can possibly happen in
this situation. I then agree that I can live with the very worst if I
have to. Once I have mentally prepared myself for the very worst,
realistically, I can predict that this is probably not going to be near-
ly this bad. What is likely to happen is so much less than the worst
that the burden already seems smaller and easier to deal with. Emotions
can wind down and you feel much more able to handle it.

I also remember that, no matter how bad the situation may seem
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to be, I can do something to make a bad situation better. (This Is
positive self-talk). Getting in motion mobilizes energies you didn't
know you had, and doing something helps generate added self-confidence.
Being able to take the worst, and doing something to improve a bad
situation, both act to restore hope, a vital factor in psychological
survival.

A few days ago, it happened to me. A real disappointment. This
incident hurt. In fact, at first I felt as though I'd been kicked in
the stomach. I was left with the problem of recovery. The initial
shock propelled me tawards disbelief and mounting anxiety. It took a
little while, working through feelings of disappointment. Fortunately,
I remembered to visualize the very worst that could happen. I then
fully accepted that--decided to live with the worst possible outcome if
I had to. Then, I began to realize it was not nearly as bad as this.
I also reminded myself that this was another expected share of dis-
appointment and discouragement. Then I continued the process, start-
ing to do something to make the situation a little better.

I feel that my system of reacting was a great help under _a part-
icularly distressing situation. I was able to use positive self-program-
ming: 'This is a disappointment, really bad luck. I have a right to feel
disappointed. But it has happened and I can move beyond it. I will not
panic, I simply will not fall into despair."

This approach allowed me to avoid or block such negative self-
talk as "how awful" "how could this happen" and "how am I going to get
over this".

Life bruises !.:s. Often. But if we can prepare ourselves to
accept misfortune as an incident, the bruise can heal. We can develop
a kind of psychological callus--a tough place where we won't get bruised
so easily next time. Or, instead, we can fall into negative self-talk,
keep thinking about it and talking to ourselves about it, and sustain
the negative emotion. Then we may develop a psychological sore spot, a
tender place, more sensitive to hurt next time. Moving beyond the minor
irritations, when the situation is truly serious, if we act to make a
bad situation better, we discover psychological strengths we didn't know
we had, and find a new self-fulfillment in becoming more than we were.

Again, let us think beyond the more ordinary difficulties and
frustrations to a consideration of the sterner challenges ahead. ladeed,
according to Salvatore Maddi, there is a 7developmental value" in the
fear of death. The "mental experience of fear" can result from either
confronting the possibility of death itself, of from experiencing other
life events which, "if properly understood, constitute confrontations
with death". Suppose, then, we are faced with the sterner events of
life: death of.a family member, end of a marriage, the keen loss felt
from unwillingly terminated employment. We are now forced to re-assess
our life position. This can also happen when thinga greatly desired do
not turn out as they shoulda long friendship gone sour, hard work un-
rewarded, integrity maligned, long and conscientious fair play rewarded
with gross injustice. Such stern events may push us to question the
very meaning of life.
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We ask ourselves: what do we need to do---to make sense of it?
We can revert to pessimism, seeing ourselves as powerless and life_as
a delaying action of endless withdrawals. Stalked by fear, we take un-
ending precautions in a life that seems out of control, and in which we
are all the inevitable victims.

Or we may forsake pessimism for determined optimism, and turn
from cowardice to courage. We can take difficulties as challenges.
These stern events are important, we must meet them, solve them, and
learn from them. We learn to vigorously use our capacities to think
through and work out the most difficult solutions. This very process
repeatedly confirms our competence and self-worth. Confronted with
stern circumstance, we repeatedly discover that we are capable of in-
fluencing the events of our lives.

Making the really tough decisions confirms our self-identity--
in times of crises we find out who we are and what we are bent on becom-
ing. Through courageous action we change both the situation and our-
selves.

This, in whatever degree of seriousness, is still a matter of
what we tell ourselves--about the situation, about ourselves, and about
what we have to do.
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COMMUNICATION: KEY TO MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES

R. Henry Migliore
Oral Roberts University

ABSTRACT

The paper first develops the relationship between output and
the various factors that influence It. Communication is.seen as a vi-
tal part of the MBO process, and MBO, an important determinator of out-
put.

A model of MBO is, presented. The communicator, reinforcement,
and commitments is discusSed at each stage of the Model. Communica-
tion is seen as the key to the MBO process.

The resulting commitment to job and organization goals is dis-
cussed. The paper concludes that MBO can have a positive effect on
the individual and on the organization. The paper is based on the
author's experiences and-gtUdy of MBO.

.

INTRODUCTION

This paper is aimed at answering the question: Why is manage-
ment by objectives an effective organizational philosophy? To aid in
this answer, a model and explanations are presented to explain why the
philosophy works as it does. The role of communication as a catalyst
is emphasized as the key to the process.

Theo Haimann states that "companies that have adopted this
approach (management by objectives) consider it to be one of the most
exciting and innovative approaches to building motivation that have
been developed in recent years." It has been amply demonstrated that
MBO techniques will boost productivity. In a study by the author, the
hypothesis that worker productivity would increase using the MBO tech-

1
Theo Haimann, Supervision: Concept and Practices of Manage-

ment, (Cincinnati, Ohio: Southwestern Publishing Co., 1971), p. 59.
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est of the "Weissewes letter° there theseafter stores *hot hi hopee

atteepffete seer * tire per1at,4

'lateral** to the isofel, too peaSibtlftfos exist mace the ittal-
'taloa %as preeeetef a posl. Elbe seastistul with his Woe ewe ifs--
ceases the goofs with Ida. there WAil he sere heftiest rirhiforteommt.

2h. Peary Intatese. 'Ispre*Imetlash Prafeettea Three* Otaveealo.
vette" faeoladpeeirVarb levelts,s* ftsommeLAChlem,121511tri10
Sammer MO. Pp, :SF'S/.

tichefil IL Leftwich, yhtiPtio,,lbstest ilieskarco frAelttos.
7fteve Testa left. atamiet a ausotiss 1140., P. le

er
(Sew tor1 -I nurser & Ow le& ittesraii
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Alteraettvefy. there fa ao negotiating, thitte vilf be sellatiVe vela-
forcemeat. After anotioling with tho hese, It thelloals are vet tutu-
ally between them, and if the *octal steep that the IndividwaI ideott-,
flee oft* accep t. thee, goals. a, Ash pers000t coaeritaast viii result.
tt t possible, hovewer, that !IA A attOft OetAl VOW, inflOence. if
0-$e tooato vete ..cceptod amt the 94:wt./I feomp rele.cted the. tootle, t4e
possibilir for a looperomal onanitoent eat4fe despite Ole Aelfotie-
tient and Acts& groat L%ttimit between totter lifid boas. Oa tht other ex-
treme, ft 640T4' 4* qesotiartoe and tho beta Sete the spate otthoot
ea tateractv....4 Wits ette employte. Melo vitt be * low porre0642 goamft-
sweat. the eaphasle must be on proper two.vey COOMMattattoa during
these negottationt.

Itewv- *here lomar be sone feedlock gar heeeteise af *welt fteCh
aRi..AA tither ft the procets. if the ceft000trattaeo rhnonela are opeo
and there Is ph4d itedhlck system. a Imo& review *Mom. Ohl Pottor-
eamme towar.Ne foals to remeentrate4 prop4rty. the hfiewpersmnal
essmit=tt 'ill coaIfaat. If there fa 010 teetheth, tmooferOothet tow
Ititsert will Jilittimi. The htgb pereooel rothatoest hill iodate holt*
teetrol, sertablrts of whit% are the vortteeto sae obeliN,tiotto 111044,

to satfsfy Ufaurt*Iewol seeds, mud tels oho ealf.attoottsotloo. All
these thins, ottl rortrthote to the %Pother's eve hett-eloottel tower4o
04h1eetn4 t!.. soots-

Aa vapor drgatzattonal ecetryl twelfth* es,16 ad footioto,
performer/to oppratotto, plass, eel progress Atv toed. the eggettenity
to retotorce the spoi.: kelt seal partrtpotico )1 40odlood. Ah ot-
csosttag *Totem with tevenave, pretty. r.-c.*1, comet% to vast 0110-
tut. The goals Art tha4 titbits set or ntAvm4. ft they Ate est, tte
tedtvtiteel v1l1 feel 4 Lesettaist rettfortemet. it they are slegitt.
thee theft litli he fiat derree of segatiete rvieforceoset. ta metal,
there to t gray area ot reform-retest ethaeved depeeitos oe hov clove
the worker case to *Aloof,* the goal.

OW sett teat them iv to deterate it Oita model to cerrftto
+shy the worker i* toemAteri. Se I. ceamiLted belaure he hoe heel to
opporteoAry to litterott with his vopervioar sous& Peters tegseets
the seed tot :Y-oeor v.ostact between a ,,eperelteemed the sepeTepeed.,
1Sos. the MOO trete,* 101 ft, vet,' moterl bow 'troche toilleteool obi ow-
perwtser teeether. The tact that the eoptorto biZ pottlelpstei In eet4:
tist the goat belts *salty hishoe-forest hysedisk, Ot orie rotvItriee to

see4 structere.5 tte ati maosteCingthOt tb,* toeer-tewel a.
bevy beet set, such as feed, water zreetlIT, elbadtIL+ settetip etc., AM4
that the istkir ft mew cammilkriel tot achlevtag the highet-towei seeds
*vegetated he McGregor.

.ceas."
%mood Peters, ,.tatitoto Vetaitfera (ee

Serve/ 4 Soo*, 1950), P- 3-

A. P. Shelete, "A Moat, of Mimes Pf!..4wetiohe"hitheleer!':
iite, 1943. p. li

7
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Thlough this Oal-aetting process higher-lavel needs are satin-
tlo4. Th,,4 guel..setting prateea gives the participant th,..0 ooportonl,y
to ba aeasored, 4 means toward recognitks. 2eargoltien man 4.one from
the supervisor or the vazious oreantrazt-lal coat10, ...orluirlis for nro-
dattivity, and similar marinate rewords. Or there 1 0: A nature/ ten
dency foc intrinsic rewarlie to he prevalent. laLs Ine satisfaction
of feellog good timid, when ono knows he has gorve a Jab well. The
worker will be comaitted, oftnn umconscioutly, because ot theml ige:me.
Potato soaltsats that morale cant result from the "resileatioa ef 4e2ng
soaethine useful.me A commitment is triggered here because the 'Jodi-
wiAmoi toosithites that things are being accoopliahed, amid he titcottoPwe'

,zontribution when the proper communicative techniques are helms,
owed.

Self-iosgq also ',es so effect on the. cenaltaent. Altar Che
worker ha* participated ifs the goal setttag, he feel committed because
his self-image ti ger:tally warded off at alI coats." The worteet elli
feel a conpulition fat' even greater omesitmest to the goal to *Nowt
the sell-Comae end qilZ do his utopia to assure Chat the goals arc met

g positive outcome -.41 sikown.

COopetities CAO also inereese comaftirmat toward* goal accost..

plicheent. 'This *Giber found that cosmetiaun ammeg the various work
.1t.14wer-c43maisatioa-Levets-MachwmpedleoroIa mad gool-temolt--

neat. 10
The ipirti ef ceOpetttieft is innabe in humane, mod it stimem,:

late* ma to higher perforneecr

Other theories se factors thet affect the oodel ars worthy of
discessioa. Dieghao saggoste tbat if a parson dislike. or eistraite
aoadaos, ia aat likely tole toceptive to what the pet's* hae tD
&Dr rid bile retitle* o our words ls likely to he distorted by hits per-
abseil views or preconceived notioao *heed ones aotives.11 it is vital
that this dee* ant become a roodhlock la the mmeageemat.4y-ohjectivee
commenicatlem procev.. Managesmat meat immune tido cespossthility.

Wbera states: that rase of the pitfalls to perforeeem OlOthilOal
is tack of conmouicattNe, employees moot kneeing hole they are ralet.12'

0
Plettrs, 4144 . P. 17.

9iglitian V. Saney, Casoloottotisto sadOrassisatioseal.Sehavior
flimoweed, ill., tichard D. Irwin, foe" 1967), p. 69.

"Aiglince, mu.
It
r. N liagham, 'basic Perehelogical Factors la Comeanication,"

OtcoVettelmil Phreho101ig Ussery 1,97, pp. 1-10.

Vleato Ob.stg, "tisk* Perivrmance Appraisal Relevant," Ilarvard
loess Review, Vol. 30,, VT, larr-Feb... WO. pp. 6147.
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Ths lodgeent standards perceived to be need are not the sane as thosc
actually used. This can be overcome and the perception problem reduced
if the communication procese is encouraged and the goals are set properly.
The Alcoa Ceepany of America Performance Appraisal and Review Process is
one of communication. It is summarised as:

I. A person writes down his major performance objectives
for the coming year, and hie specifit plane (includieg
target dates) for achieving these objectives.

2. He subaits them to his boo* for review, Out of the
discussioa comes an agreed-upon set of objectives.

1. On a quarterly heels he verhally reviews progress toward
there objectives with hi* beAt. Objectives and plans ate
revised and updeted as needed,

4. At the emd of the year, the person prepares a brlet
"accomplishmeat report," vhiCh lista all major
accomplithmeater with comment* OW the VeriSseSA between
reeulte actually' a:chivvied sad the revolts **petted.

S. This 'oelf-eppraisal" Laddiacassed with the boss.
Reason* for goals-oor'tteing set-are explot44.--

6. A new tet of objectives le establithea for the seat
year*141

Th* *RP4Semoo-by-objectivit* process seems to hiege upon
commenication, Retort*** back to Alcom's defimittot t 1400,,

manager had 6110rite down his performasee objectives. Second. he had
to diecose thee 'with his boss. Third, he reviewed ulth his hoes.
Feweth, be made a report, *ad fifth, he agate dieemeaed the objectives
with Lis hoes, to each of these area* it appeats thet commemicatioo
it the key to *access. Ahreakdoun, anywhere ceeld cause aaaagement
by objective* to fell *pert.

The Importance of coammaicaticia le emphasised by a oneher of
*curves. rlevitkie believes, "e01010a0proach deeignmd to achieve
shared toomitont toward' tommon rosialts or operational improvements
I* eveential," teal tigers state*, fliy feigns* is there is a direct
aaalogy here with the fact that goat nettimg Mhould be recognited se

joist proceis aleo."1/

"igniter S. WIlkstromi, 'IMemegieg aa4 ttthject ives, Studies
to Persoonel Policy, No. 212," Motional Indeetrial Cenferestig_gvatt4,
1968, p. 1.

A. C. tlevIchis, "The Ittehtsamd Wrongs el Alsnageseet by
Objectives," thavstriat tegialer, Jgly, 1,13, p. 17.

1
$041111 PIgats, latective Chmemmicatiom oa the Jeh, &macs*

ModePlebk..ensettatioo, 1463, P. IS.
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OAP

Piears goes on to esy.that much cocionication fails unoeces-
stitly because a writer or speaker acts as fi he were the only active
agent. Sherwin state* that enlisting is a process where Information
and judgments ere exchanged and an understazdA.Ig 1* hvilt.t6 McGregor
agrees when he euphaslree that the goal settIng is to be done by the
employee.

What vs sea, thee ill that many authors emphasize many of the
variables built 'Atte the model. hewen found that when the goal Is
untlear, a person is uncertrin and feels threateme4.18 He also focind
that groups that did toot have goals or had goals that were unclear were
likely to try to defies* goals themselves. Watson and Johnson fouod
that group productivity is based primarily upon the commitment of
members to accomplish the groues goals. Unless there is * reasooable
chance of success, little enthusiasm for it would be generated. Empe
portaat here is the variable of the possibility of the outcome. Ac-cording to WAteoe and Johmsoe, the goal most be perceived as possible
red achievement or motivetion bob achieve it vill he lacking. Limdzey
and Arnson point out that the "goals of the organizattoe must in some
sena*, then, be an amalgam of the goals of the part/cipants.19

roe author drew this same comclisloo in an unpublished stud* of
college student in 1972. Other pertinent points im that empibliShed
study were that (I) the studaits Imo 14 work herd or harder..if obeyset the goal than if their pareets bit the goal; (2) the students had
a temdeety to eat soils tee high; 0) the studeets were stroogly
voted to achieve the goals; (4) periodos will work harder once they
start A taek they Ate testi:U.4 to accoeplish.

Tilley homed thet greeter seccess resells Wilma the plassmialvn
takes into *recent the Attitudes end expertesce of those involved.'"
M20 goal settling as deeoestrated hy the 'model, reettenizes factors.

16
Douglas

twee rd Assitsestiji_
S. Sherwin, 'Strategy for Winning Employee Cbeeiteent,"
Ileview, May-Jude, 1972, pp. 37-47.

1/
Douglas

&weevil Aesteeee
MWGreeor, "An Oneezy Look at Performeoce'Appratsal,"
leview, May-lune 1957.

%mast M. Vevem, "The Effects of Varied Clarity of Group Coals
ead Gtamp Path Upon thce Iedividual and his Relation to Mis Croup," nelime
helatyries 1957 29-464.

19
Lindsey, Amon, iblAtispook:of Social Psychologe, (Addioon,

Wesley Publishing. CO., 1960, P. 571,

20-
Janes r. tebey, "Planmtmg That Begins and Endo uith People,"

Manageeemc "review, Vol. 61, Mo. 2. leaner? 19/3, pp.
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tonclusion

in conclusion, the various studies and the information about
gOols, communication, commitment, and their effect on people seem to
flt into the management-by-objective model presented. The goals can
be an integral part of the motivation and commitment process.

Ttv studies and results from the different academic sources
motivated tbis author to do a Study among 24 companies during the
spring of 197:4. The companies were asked to respond to a "producti-
vity questimmaire." The questionnaire was developed to determine haw
people viewed the productivity problem and specifically haw sone of the
factors affected productivity. Of Specific interest were their feel-
ings about goals and goal setting, communication, training, supervision,
pay, goals of the organization, haw their goals ranked with other
groups, how the goals made the person feel, and factors that could
cause him to produce more. Partieipants in the study included engi-
neers, first and second-level managers, welders, production-line
employees, service industry, computer operators, and wbite-collar
workers.

What this study seems to validate is that people inherently
recagni.ze the_velue of gos4anc110.01setting....andJeeLit..uould help
them it their envirenment. The model presented emphasized communi-
cation and commitment; suggests the proper method of goal setting.

Paper presented by R. Retry flIgliore, American Business Communication
Association, AWrch 19, 1976, Sin Antonio, Texas.

This material wIll be used in Chapter rv of R. Retry MIgliore's book,
WI. Bite Collar to Tap Executive.
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POST-MORTEM OF AN ELECTION: A COMMUNICATIONS FAILURE (OR TRIUMPH)

John Todd, University of Arkansas

ABSTRACT

An election for the approval-of a new municipal sales tax is lowly--
zed from a communications perspective. The election was lost in spite of
early polls favoring it, and it is suggested that identifiable communica-
tions factors contributed to this election decision. The opponents of the
tax communicated more effectively to the voters than did the proponents.
Their message was clearer; they utilized the advertising media *ore
extensively; they stimulated voters* latent emotions; and they exploited
factors in the communications environment. The analysis of the election
is followed by-a discussion of the implications for organisational aanagers.

INTRODUCTION

What role does communications play im deciding an election? Nally
people still recall the decisive role of the televised debates in the 1960
presidential election. Was that a fluke communications pheoomemon? Or
does communication also have a significant effect on other elections?
Theodore White and others have written extensively zbout the importance of
the images communicated by the candidates.' But what abcqr an election
without t.andidates - an election over a single issue? And what is the
relevance to management?

This paper analyses a recent local election from s communications
perspective. The election was tailed to approve a one-cent city sales
tax for Fayetteville, Arkansas. The proposal failed la the election by
approximately 27/0 votes out of 4,300 total votes. There were a nuober of
factors that figure in the election, not ltatt ofwhith was the isvoe it-
self. It is the hypothesis of this paper, however, that communications
played the key role in the election. This paper will examine that
hypothesis by reviewing the pre-election activities from a tommunications
perspective. lhe implications of this situation for managers of organi-
sations will also be examined.

'Theodore R. White, The Making of The President, 1960, Atheneum,
Publishers, New York, 1961.
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THE ELECTION CALL

As with most cities, Fayetteville had been heading toward finan-
cial trouble for several years because of inflation. Expenses in a grow-
ing city were forging ahead of revenues. In the latter part of 1974, the
problem Was compounded when the dity lost half of its.local property tax
'tillage for operationi because of a court decision. (An antiquated
Arkansas Constitution set a very low limit on this primary Source of
revenue, and Fayetteville and other Arkansas cities had been exceeding
that limit without challenge until,the lawatait). Thus, Fayetteville city
government faced a financial crisii that called for new local revenue.

City diractors, the elected represestativas of the city govern-
ment, set about studying the very limited alternatives. They also met
with various groups who had ideas and questions:, The sales tem appeared
to be the best alternative. A pUblic opinion Poll was commissioned Chat
showed support for a city sales tax by approximately 55Z of the people
polled. That poll and a sUbseqUent poll by the Chaeber of Commerce of its
members both indicated a favorable reaction to the city sale* tax. The
Directors, themselves a diverse group conposed of trio University professors,
A retired person, a housewife', and a businessman, a real estate person,
and a utility company nanager,-voted unanimously to ask voter approval of
the city sales tax. To that paint, visible opposition had been limited

-to-4 staall-group -of-ear-dealers.who-were-conolarnetvttb-lesittg'business----
to other towns.

The development of opposition in the next few weeks and the result-
ing rejection of the tax provides reason EA suspect that communications
played an important role in the election. The next sectioo will examine
the 1110st important communication factors that occurred during that time.
The observations are nade only in order to test the reSearch question aed
should not be construed as criticism of the people involved. The primary
information for this paper was collected from newspapers and interviews
w*th city officials and other citizens.

COMMUNICATION FACTORS

Clarity

One of the advantages of the sales tax proposal was its simplicity.
People could readily uoderstand what it was aad how it was to be paid.
Confusioo arose, however, on the relationthip of the new gales tax revenue
to the city's needs. Opponents emphasised in numerous paid advertisement*
that the sales tax revenue vas substantiajiy more than the property tax
that had been lost. The Directors answered this by pointing out that the
1975 bodget deficit was greater than the tax loss and Chat the projected
1976 budget would be even greater, thereby nerrowimg the gap between ex-
pected sales tax receipts aed city's needs. Any excess mooey over, the
amount needed vas committed to capital etujects, bood retireoent, or tax
reduction. Appendix 1 reflects the cooplemity of the Directors' answer
to the claims of eiteSS funds; Ws -was the only paid advertisement of
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this nature. In discussion with people after the election, it was obvious
that they understood the opponents' figures better than the more complii-
cated figures of the Directors. Ordinary citizens were confused by the
intricacies of municipal finances and terminology such as deficit,
multiple funds, inflation percentage, revenue sharing, reserves and
cApital improvements. Not being able to comprehend the proposal, most
people voted against it. Thus, the good intentions of the directors in
providing all the information had a boomerang effect.

Media

The inadequacy of media by which the issue could bi discussed WAS
another significant factor. If the relatively complex message of the.
Directors was to be understood, it had to be presented effectively through
the media. Fayetteville had no televisiceietation, thereby eliminating a
very hmportant means of communicating with citizens. The only Fayetteville
newspaper provided coverage of the issue, but its news reporting some-
times stimulated more questions than answers. The unpublicised radio de-
bates were participated in by city officials. Although the debates
apparently improved listeners' understanding of the issue to the favor of
the tax proposal, the number of people affteted was relatively small.
Personal appearances before several Civit groups by city officials also
was an effective means of presenting the issues and ansvering qnestions
for the people present, It eppeare4, however, thaC_most_of_the_audience____.

the-se meetings were favorable to the tax measure and only needed to
have their opinions reinforced. Communication by paid advertising was
limited for the proponents of the tax, while opponents saturated the media
with paid advertisements. Thus, the limited media available was more
extensively used by the opponents Of the tax. Other media, such as tele-
vision and public forums that would have been better,suited for the pro-,
ponents' zoore complex message-, either were not available or were not used
to any significant degree.

Factions

Tax opponents commuaicated primarily to evoke people's feelings
and emotions. Their strategy was to make the tax proposal a "gut issue"
that evoked negative feelings. Appendix 2 is a sample advertiseaent of
the opponents. The words "disgusting" and "immoral" in that advertise-
ment strizek a responsive chord among a number of people, according to
observers. ExampleS of other opposition advertising texts are the follov-
ing:

Axe you .
A Housewife

Trying to live wIthIn your grocery budgtt? Do you VASA your grocery
dollar to be worth only 96t?

Are you .

On a Pension?
The proposed sales tax inerease would be just the same as a 12 cut
ih your pension. Can you afford it?

With an economic recession in progress, these messages were easily
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understood by these people. The message also expressed understanding of
the peoples' economic problems, thereby developing greater receptivity
to the position of the sender. Conversely, these emOtions tended to set
up barriers for the tax proponents' message. Directors followed a policy
of presenting the city's financial situation in a logical, factual manner
and relying primarily on the receivers to relate that to their own welfare.
As long as emotions were neutral, this approach was successful. As
personal feelings were stimulated by opponents, they increasingly screen-
ed out the messages of logic and facts.

Environment

The economic environment, as noted above* tended to make reception
of a tax-increase message more difficult. Many people would not allow
themselves to consider such a message because it would represent a
further threat to their financial condition.

The political environment also was not conducive to effective
communication. Political disputes in past years had left a segment of
the conmunity alienated from city government, and communication with that
segment was probably not possible. As an example, one director's usage
of the uord "tradition" in connection with the maintenance of municipal
services stimulated a sharp reaction from the opposition that old
political-wars-were,being-rewived.- -Too lata,--tha,director-realized -that
the word "tradition" meant something very different to some people. It
is unlikely that any choice of words would have been understood by that
segment because of a very different frame of reference from the direttors.

More seriously, there seemed to be a credibility problem that
was a product of a general distrust of all governments and politicians.
The result was a failure to believe statements by city officials about
the seriousness of the city's financial problems. Many people chose to
ignore the messages of these officials because they "had been lied to
before." A recent nationwide study showed that over one-half of our
adult population agreed with, the statement: "you cannot trust statements
nade by leaders in our country." This problem was accentuated in the
last few days before the election by opponents' inaccurate statements
that implied possibilities for cost savings and other revenues, For
example, an airport cost budget of $225,000 was pointed to as a way to
save $225,000. City directeft tried to point out that the airport
revenues off4et that expense, but several people said later they still
believed the original charge. The direttOrs' reply WaS either not
received or not believed by those people.

Communication is considered by the uriter to be completed when
the receiver of the message understands the essentials of the message.
The receiver does not necessarily have to agree with its contents or take
action on it. Within the definition, it can be seen from the above
account eff an election campaign that there are many opportunities for
coesunitarions failure.

The electiom that was reviewed above appears to have teen signifi-
cantly influenced by/ certain communication factors.. Early public opinion
polls predicted passage of the talk proposal. Between that time and
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election day. a large number of voters apparently changed their mind.
The key to the shift appears to be the result of more effective communi-
cations by the opponents than that of the proponents. The message of the
opposition was understood and believed by the voters, while the proponents'
message was not received to the same degree.

The communication phenomena observed here is not limited to this
particular situattan. Although the principles and errors may be most
directly applicable to other elections, the writers believe that all
people involved in interpersonal and organizational communication can
benefit by considering the results. The next section will consider par-
ticularly the implications for managers of organizations.

IMPLICATIONS FOR MANAGERS

Managers often decide on new programs after extensive studies.
Based on those studies, the managers believe they are doing what is best
for the organization and its employees. Unlike the governmental situa-
tion, they do not have to ask for employee approval. Yet, just as
definitely as by a voter rejection, the new programs are often defeated
hy the employees. Weapons of benign neglect and sabotage prove quite
deadly for =ow managerial innovations..

The same communitations factors that were discussed above are
also common in the business world and must be dealt with by managers.
They must likewise be concerned with communications clarity, media,
emotions, and environment. The objective to be attained by attention
to these concerns would be to communicate sessages that are comprehen-
sible, valid, and have utility for the receiver.2

The following practices are important for effective communication.
Each of them affected the election outcome and can also affect managerial
success.

1. Communicate clearly. The message must be understandable by
the receiver. Too much information - overload - can contribute to
donfusion, as in the election, just as much as too little inforeation.
increasingty, managers must be able to communicate clearly the "why" as
well as the "what" of new programs without giving people more than they
can handle. In addition to the magnitude of the message, the language
and the manner of the presentation may be critical in slaking the message
understandable to the receiver. Without this understanding, there wIll
be a tendency to reject the proposal. Thus, the receiver's capabilities
and interests should be considered by the sender alongwith the content
of the message in order to effectively communicate.

2
Lee Thayer, Ccamunication and Communication Systems. Richard O.

lrwio, Inc., Homewood, Illinois, 1968, Ch. 13.
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2. Present the message through media that will improve the chances
of the message being physizally received and understood. Reliance on one-
way communication efforts through mass media was inadequate to present the
directors' complex messages trying to explain the financial situation. The
limited availability of two-way personal communication media curtailed
communication effectiveness in the election. Managers also often rely
on memos and newsletters to communlate messages with an equal lack of
success. It is seldom possible to anticipate all the questions and fears
that occur to people when a message is presented, so a two-way communica-
tions media is important for those occasions. Thus, media selection is
important in order not only to assure physical reception of the message
but also to improve its understandability.

3. Don't rely on the language of logic to convey messages. The

language of sentimente also must be considered, as originally pointed out
by RothIisberger and AS demonstrated in the election. Rothlisberger
found large communications breakdowns in corporations because managers
spoke the "language of efficiency" and the workers spoke the "language
of social sentiments and feelings."3 In the election, the proponents
based their campaign on "putting everything out on the table so people
cam see the tax is necessary." This logical approach proved less effect-
ive than that of the opponents, who demonstrated empathy and identifi-
cation with people's feelings about their own situation. It is note-

-worthy that- the-opponents-had-no-"logical"-revenue-alternativea but
stimulated latent concerns and fears of the voters. People's emotions can
serve as strong filters or amplifiers for messages directed toward them.

4. Make themessage believable. A receiver of a message will
evaluate both its cement and its sender for validity. As noted above,
credibility is a large barrier to communication effectiveness in the
governmental area. Managers must also be concerned with a widespread
questioning of authority that makes communication from authority figures
suspect to the receivers. This problem Is an extension of the "don't
trust anyone over 30" ideology of the 060's. Although its most visible
impact may be in the political environment, corporations, churches, Ma
other institutions must also try harder to establish credibility as a
prelude to effective communication. Otherwise, negative value judgments
by potential receivers will block out the message.

These suggestions arlear to be important for better communications.
The teSSage must be physically received through appropriate media and it
must be understandable, be believable, and take into account the receiver's
emotions. Although most people do not have to worry about 'winning an
election, the communications lessons to be learned from an election can
be useful for interpersonal relations and organizational success in other
situations.

3Fritz Rothliskerger, Management and Morale, Harvard University
Press, Cambridge, Mass4c1iusetts, 1941.
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APPENDIX 1

A MESSAGE FROM THE

FAYETTEVILLE CITY DIRECTORS
HERE ARE THE FACTS

The City urgently needs additional funds lust to maintain the present level of city services. Last
year we cut capital improvements and used mo ney from the Emergency Reserve Fund in order to
'get by'. In 1976 we must either drastically reduce services or find the additional revenues.

HERE IS A SUMMARY OF THE CITY'S FINANCIAL PLIGHT
SANITATION FUND (garbage)currently able to operate on user fees

WATER & SEWER FUNDcurrently able to operate on user fees
* PUBLIC WORKS (streets)greatly affected by our current loss of federal revenue sharing funds andby inflation

GENERAL FUND (fire, police, parks, library, airport, etc)greatly affected by loss of 5 mill voluntary
tax, loss of revenue sharing and inflation

$284,000 this year's deficit (1975)
216,000 increased costs due to inflation (81:
budgets)

$500,000 Amount needed for 1976 budget
In addition to the $500,000 we must also plan in 1976 for another $120,000 match for lost Revenue
Sharing and for the replacement of at least $130,000 into the Emergency Reserve Fund.

of a 2.7 million dollar Public Works & General Fund

THE CITY BOARD ADOPTED A RESOLUTION SAYING:

4./n, the event that more than 5750,000 is collected in the first year of the sales tax, any excess above.
Mat amount win be designated for needed capital improvements and associated personnel costs for
tnaintencncc cnd operations. These capital improve ments will be selected after public hearings at which
Fayetteville citizens will have an opportunity to expreis their priorities 'and proposals, including the
alternate of retirement of bonded indebtedness and/or tax reduction in lieu of capital inzprovements . . .

In the event that the sales tax passes, the Board has no intention of resorting to additional taxes
for general operating purposes in the foreseeable future,"

Some suggestions for capital improvements are constructing a fire stafion on the east side of town,
improving our street system for traffic flow and safety developing our recently expanded parks system,
rehabilitating the Old Post Office for City Hall purposes.

THE CITY SALES TAX is the best type of tax available for earning the amount of money needed. High-
er income persons boy more and thus pey more tax. Lower income persons pay less tax yet have the full
advantage of good fire and police protection, good streets, Darks, recreation, library, etc- The sales tax is
broad based. Everyone pays, even those living outside the city who buy here and use our many city fa-
cilities. (Businessmen in Joplin, Mo. say that passing this tax has caused a "business boom" in their town.)

WE AGREE - A PENNY WILL DO THE JOB. INVEST IT WISELY IN SOUND LOCAL

FINANCING.

VOTE TOMORROW FOR THE lc CITY SALES TAX.
raitt ler by the hylividuat Oty DirectorsEnt Larnastet, John Todd. Pant Noland. AI Iltzhes. ',forlorn Ortorn. MoselPurdy. )torris Gthicr
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APPENDIX 2

CAN 1011 AFFORD TO SIT BACK

LET THIS HAPPEN?
The proposed 1% sales tax is intentionally designed to most
affect you Nyou are among the following

1. middle class wo. &Mg people
2. lower income people
3. students
4. refired people on fixed incomes

If this sales tax passes, a wired widow barely existing on social
security voill pay (proportionally) more taxes than someone
who earns more than $25,000 per year.

That is disgusting and immoral!
Let's put an end to this unfair and disproportionate form of tax.

VOTE 10 SEPTEMBER 9th
MOW Ad paid for by deo Atlir Astantas Joiot Labor Council. An Wright President
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COHEIUNICATING WITH AREA =CORERS

Gerald Crawford, University of North Alabama

AHSTRACT

Communication and marketfog arn closely dependent on eacil other.
As a matter of fact, the promotion area a marketing is considered to he
Primarily a eo.nuoication inaction. This paper deals with a beers
effort to improve its marketing program by effectively communicating with
managerial and professional newcomers to the Florence, Alabama, area.

A study vas dOna to determine if a well designed coomuoication
program is helpful to newcomer* as vell as profitable to the bank. An
effortvas made to determine vbar newcomers are concerned 7.boot, what
oervices the bank could offer, ao4 vbat effect this progx':4 would have in
ternm of new bOMtness. The evidence shows that the program has been an
Oveirithe OBLUMW5111.

wrstootratm

Communication pervades el/areas of businees. It would be diffi-
coolt, in fact, to imagine soy kind of interpersonal activity which does
oot 4epend upon s$7;osmanicatiOo in one fors r another-J. To carry this even
farther, communicetion can be viewod from 441dero level. This is called
intrapersonal analysis and the focus IA upon individual behavior sueb as
observing, probleo solving, thinking, ;1,-. areekins consumable information.1

In the atademUvorld, connunicatioo a* s disolpline is generally
eoweidered to be e part of the nanagemeot curricula!". This is probably
as good a place au any, but it is important to understand that the very
core of alt business activity depeads on affective communication. The
marketing area is certainly no coception,

This paper deals with promotion vbigh is one of the ingredient*
of the aartetleg *Ix. Actually, pruoutiou cuwitleta of three aerstate mod

I. Raney, sermunicatios avid ,ftganixational Behavior,
Richard D. Irviap inc.. licammood, rilT:719/3. P. 1.

Itdmi mayor, oemouleation, COOP,Ittcatipe SYtItalks, itchar4 D.
Irvin, Inc., Homewooll, IlL, 1964, Pa 34.
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disti=t groups of activities. The are 000
cistek lee,

°Ann 44 Olesofpromotion. Promotion is considerel ptseic°4443:24con.tnti..-- -utk
1 Atipl:faedmarketing. it is, built around A Of'-eirit 4u6--fv1-iktiO° °I° Nke_04-v-

to present a company, its products0 a44 to 0° tt to 054112444ets,,

mckground

ibis research centers co 00,!at of Vleattooloot Iltotose a
a large and successful bank locate4,:: tt:r006:: th.,10065

building effort involves cosenleicarY-mlottpta740N00;0,0s2he;orpose
is to provide information and aOsie!:11 to 171q104 a04 9L-141 I
people before they move into the ar::`, k .3111 i;m4 that! -- tar:ZIng
teal service to future residents. P,-,..76111 ic-11 0092t4d

to acquire the newcomers! patrooage -7ct 00 ie
f

2144ev":ille
rO dk*_1011 oft

following pages describe the progra° 441 kreip,--
brief

analysis its effectiveness.

Last year, this researcher ti!eAke4 a_!:e6lt poitioft
6t

University of North Alabama in f1of7;-e, Alebej"-. The of:r.t slaking

the =owe. finding housing and schoefr-L644 Oe %OAP-- 14.40; $
tYPicat state of memtal dieeomfort, '1°cot

a
ir f % atttfig the

position, but several months prior P° thk-oofe, Utke:oai /3444;r-ice

letter arrived from a hank in the 0°2:a:ItNoi cetriegt 'jwarm

welcome to the area and offered ae47-,4: 4teiges,-,gik-"t4: glatIt4111: °-
sibly make the move easier. In tise 6- A PC of

suba.7ar tft NtelOge
information about the area and j covr:444,40a. t 10484
newspaper. The letter sald, "Pleatfe 7e4t4r0 the-s!.;; -1,ehelpotipuk
you have or if there is anything we40 0° huf 1Pm;iv:,4 4
There was no sales presentation or /e'v4tioe '04to

_

,.,1hat L-,-'40i!!e4 iit.e'lettet lek's friendly
As ft turned out, the 4e4-7 40.#4

and helpful. She answered many q-0-0 p6e soi AflISr 04°14 te relieve--A tha ... iloove %-the worry regarding the aware& 'MP"' %Osped ;''' VP' nk w6acl.e411 Aoplated, three accounts were "amtoee-Am,144" 7:A f 1:t Ofar ,,, ;-,.

soon learned that other new facultY''e0 !:,,eselt:-:414: 7:a'41:$ fr--',

same Attention. It became clear tO- -'6 007;4 84r1:4,!:' -4 Aperent+Y,1 Pr
an effective and mutually beneficie- °*10,0- teof'

flanks and Marketing

cw ih ba°44U .-AuetrY4 IMPMarketing to comparativelY !! 4.4 tb-, and a!-.7,:iog the
not until the 1960s that bank* belP-feciw444°' ere e"Aluw-000 Pl'oculy
piles of the marketing cenoept.4 red.2 thet:rtistet jke
that refuse to ASSUM an alert poste'Th 4 ole droatItt, operiosiie we*
and even In sellt.mg their service*. ,n., 'orte L-tiellunkkof ,the,,t4rierP°P
however, realize that they ate Like Thy. '4kber "- 141e0

&lame* Y. Engel, Hugh C. Wallik hkriOt -t%00/0
.4rategy,, Richard DA Irwin, Int., 191 11'

Odblit h 4,000 at.,
6american Institute of Manklt

the: American Seekers AseaclatIom, 19"



thing that must be sold. Consaquently, if they are not successful
reaching and cosmomicatins witb nti*e or existing customers, therare
destined not to reach their full potential. The najor force that 10
bringing change to the industry is the appearance of aggressive net/
banks, savings and loan, assoctations, and credit unions.

Banks, generally, are making better use of advertising, VW
..,

llcity, and sales promotion. The personal selling axes has not begOir
widely used, however. It is true that some banks have instituted ofrek
call programs, but the thrust bas typically been foneof mainta1ning_113%
friendships" in the community. The term "selling" is not widely sit'w17.!0
among bankers, especially among the older and less progressive Onen. '
would appear that hankers need to be made aware that "selling" is 001:14
ugly word. Selling ill nothing more than explaining hoot& bank cau Ofp:
problems for people. The emphasis should be on selling through ea-'3

The bank that is involved in the present research has develoPed
a sound program of selling through service. /a essence, the bank al° it%
newcomer program helps solve moving problems and reduces worry. 170!*Itek's
vice is targeted toward "substantial" new residents. Ihe reason is 1;1,
the program is expensive. . .so expensive, in fact, tUat it would pf! utm.
be prohibitive if all_ newcomere were handled in the same manner.. TP;
scale profile of these new residents means more potential in terns 0%.7411,
flowand in their expected later tvfluence in business and communit
tcrs. This group could rightfully be considered opinion leaders, aP;crL
is liktly that they will later be instrumental iv passing product 10P---gs
tion along to other potential customers.6

THE NEWCOMER PROGRAM AND ITS EFFECTIVEr.i..79

The 1,,1romer program is headed byan attractive, well-edacatOd
young businesswoman. Each week, she makes paranoia calls on all Ares.
plants, NAM' 111.10LesSIC, the University, and the Chamber of Commerc!"1
rhe purpe0 tu obtalu the dames of managamentand professional
that will 1 Duo the four-ctty Muscle Shoals regional. sres.
then. initidt1.1 contact vfth the parties through letters and aa occa101:4
telephone alai- The next step is to eetablish personal contact.with !e_
newcomet and Samlly immediately mpon arrival in the area. A bank ref".
sentative aun prowndes a well-planned tour of the city, pointing .010..r,
churches, schools, hospitals, shopping areas, and sther points oe
Additional servIces Include helpiug to lotate housing, handling ucilsw'
installations, assisting in school registretion, and other matters.

*Reginald C. McNugh, "Sales Trianing--A,Tool for Sales managOentNh
taue.Warketina, Vol. 6 (Septsnber 1974), pp. 23-27.

6111aVue M. Oeioxier, The MarketinnCOmmunications Process,
Hill, Inc., 1976, p. 160.
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6 percenc rated friends as 1most important"
5 Percent rated thethamber of Commerce as

Imosr important"
2 percemt rated the Welcome Wagon
Organization as "most importaimel

Ilespondents were asked, "Can ycL, tell me where you opened a bank
accoWnt?

you

76 percept Sold "the sponsoring bank"
14 Percent said "Competitor B"
9 percent said "Competitor C"

Respondents Were grouped by bank and asked, "Can you tell my why
selected that bank?"

Among customers of 'the sponscring bank" (37 observations)

71 Percent specifically mentioned the
newcomer representative

12 percent said "friends recommended it"
12 Percent said "good location"
5 percent said "no reason"

Among competitor og" customers, (7 observattons)

57 Percent said "good location"
14 Percent said "friend's recommendation"
14 Percent said "a /etter from a Vice

President just Prior to the move"
14 pernent said "no-tea:Ion"

Aostig CoepetitOr °O° customers, (3 obserVations)

66 Pertent said "free checking account"
33 percent said "a personal visit by a

Vice,president after the move"

Reapohdents wer, voted, "On a scale of one to five, how 4o you like

the Floreliteand
Minacl,c sfsoals

Among customers of the sPemsoring bank, the arithmetic mean was 4.6

Mons customers of competitor "B", rhe arithmetic mean WSS 3.2

Among customers of competitor "C", the arithmetic mean was 3.4

SUmmARY AND CONCLUSIONS

'No ko factors appear to be imports= in the success of the pro-
gram. /trot. early contact Pi ssaential. If the bank waited too long or
total the move woks made, there Would be several ether groups "anxious' to
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help. The goal should be to reach the newcomer as soon as poriible in
order to beat the crowd of real estate agents, Welcome Wagon hostesses,
other banks, and insurance agents. The real value in early contact is
that worry or mental dissonance is reduced during the usual period be-
fore the move.

A second factor that seems important in this program is that
oo pressure is brought to bear on newcomers in terms of opening accounts
at the sponsoring bank. It is likely that the. effort seems more geniune
and altruistic When it is not combined with a. "sales taik."

Voluntary comments by respondents indicated that geniune interest
before the move was sincerely appreciated. Several respondents said, "I
would have felt guilty for opening a bank account with a competitive bank."

There is a strong indication that the newcomer representative's
eff.orts are definitely related to success in acquiring influential new
aocount. ., It is interesting to note that 71 percent of the sponsoring
bank's new customers attribute the selection of a bank directly to the
rePresemtatife that worked with them. Very frequently, the respondents
remembered heT name even though it had been several months since the
contact.

It appears significant that, among newcomers sedecting a compet-
itive bank, the two chief reasons were (1) "good location", and (2) "rec-
ommendation of friends." ("Free checking accounts" is probably not sig-
n(ficant because of the smaller number of observations.) These two reasons
can reasonably be considered valid. /t would seem that little can be dose
promotionally to argue with this reasoning. It would be virtually impos-
sible to have a "best location" for every resident and to have everyone
in town as s "good friend.

A last and iLteresting-observation is that the sponsoring hank's
customer *. se4m to be more "happy with the area" than do competitor's
cust0mer4. It is entirely possible that the friendly, genuine, and help-
ful effort lefore and during the move could be related tc a more positi,7e
predis Po si tio:i than would normally be Oresent.

9 1
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MANAGEMENT TO MANAGEMENT COMMUNICATION

David N. Bateman, Southern Illinois University at Carbondale

ABSTRACT

Institutional communications, involving information about the
institutionnthe company, are important to managers. This research
identifies the institutional communication needs of managers. The
analysis reveals how those needs change as the managers' vertical and
horizontal positions change. rne managers', position in the vertical
hierarchy makes a difference t'a what the organization should communi-
cate to theza. Horizontal (or functional) differences are also identi-
fied among accountants, engineers, manufacturing personnel, marketing
managers and support staff. Nhmy organizations provide their blue-collar
employees with information, but white-collar employees are often ignored.
The evidence reveals that there is much that companies should be doing
in instituting effective white-collar communications.

INTRODUCTION

What are the communication needs and interests of managers? Do
these needs and interests change as the managers' vertical and horizontal
positions change? Genvally, management-to-management communications
are assumed to be adequ..ce in mostiorganizations. Therefore, white-collar
communications are rarely studied.'

The term "employer-to-employee communications" creates the picture
of the white-collar manager transmitting information to the blue-collar
employee. Companies have established vehicles for relating basic insti-
tutional communications to blue-collr employees.2 But, company communi-
cations to managers are often ignored. Institutional communication refers

1TWo researchers who have studied white-collar communications are
J. K. Jackson and K. Davis; see, Jay M. Jackson, "The Organization and
Its Communications Problems," SAM, Advanced Management Journal, (February,
1959), pp. 17-20, and Keith Davis', qtanagement Communication and the Grape-
vine," Harvard Business Review, (January-February, 1_953)1 pp. 43-49.

2
N. 9ighand clearly identifies downward communication media; see,

Norman Sighand, Communication for Managpgat and Business (2nd ed: Glenview:
Stott, Foresman and Company, 1976) pp. 31-404
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not to technical information employees need to satisfactorily complete
their task,3 but to basic information about the company--the institution.
If managers are not informed on institutional topics they will not feel
as part of the "management team." As a result, they will be forced to
hedge on basic topics, avoid questions, provide incorrect information,
and be noncommittal in their dealings with their suberdinates.

In 1974 an extensive communication audit was conducted for a
large Midwestern manufacturer of heavy machinery. The study focused
on the firm's headquarters lotation where approximately 1,700 blue-collar
and 375 white-collar personnel were employed. The purpose of the research
was to determine the effectiveness of the firm's management-to-management
institutional communications.

RASIC MANAGE/ENT PRINCIPLES RELATING TO THE PROBLEM

There are two principles relating to managerial communications.
One, Henri Fayol identified ele chain-of-command (scalar principle) in
manufacturing organizations. The chain-of-command permits vertical
movement of information through the firm. TWo, Chester Barnard indi-
cated that a basic principle of management was communication so thatr
managen, could be informed, make reliable decisions and be involved.'

These two principles (involving organization linkage and infor-
mation) form a very definite chain-of-communication concept. If the
manager's information needs are not satisfied the manager is rendered
less effective on the job; if the chain-of-communication series is
broken among the white-collar employees much information may never
reach other employees in the organization.

3I.. Thayer has precisely defined task-oriented COMMUniCatiOta
as "managerial comrunication." Managerial communication is datum dis-
seminated or tor' J in the performance of a task. See, Lee Thayer,
Communication gy ,- Homewood: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1972), p. 103.

4"EThe chain-of-command or scalar principle is) the chain of
superiors ranging from the ultimate authority to the lowest ranks. The
line of authority is the route followedvia every link in the e,ain--by
all communications which start from or go to the ultimate authority.
This path ig dictated both by the need for some transmission and by
the principle of unity of command, but it is not always the swiftest,
It is even at times disastrously lengthy in large concerns, notable
in governmental ones." Henri Fayol, General and Industrial Administra-
tion (New York: Pitman Publishing Corporation, 1949), P. 14.

Chester Barnard, The Functions of the Executive (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1938).
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The company stuiied had a management communcation vehicle called
the MANAGEMENT REPORT. The REPORT's publication schedule was spasmodic,
but it was deliv&red about six times a year to salaried employees at
work. A questionnaire was attached to one issue; 46Z or 172 were returned
vla the firm's internal mail system. The instrument was designed to per-
mit easy conversion of the responses to computer cards for analysis by
SPSS (the computer package, Statistical Package for the Social Sciences).

The instrument, besides soliciting demographic data (e.g., age,
education, primary management responsibility area and level of manage-
ment), asked the white-col3ar managers to indicate their interest in
twenty-two different topics on a scale of "1" no interest to "7" great
interest. (For list of the twenty-two topics, see Appendix A--Overall
Topic Rankings by All Managers.) The topics were selected after review-
ing the REPORT and meeting with selected managers.

RESEARCH RESULTS

The results are analyzed in four ways. First, an overview of
the information managers wanted compared to the status quo is presented.
Second, the ranking of topics by all managers is noted. Third, the
interest fluxuations dependent upon the managers' vertical position are
presented. Fourth, the interest fluxuations dependent upon the managers'
horizontal position are analyzed.

HUNGRY MANAGERS

The managers' responses to questions about the current publica-
tioa revealed a somewhat favorable attitude toward the REPORT. Managers
indicated the REPORT was "good," that it was "sometimes" helpful" and
the'information in the REPORT seemed current.

Although the managers appeared satisfied, when their responses
to the topics were analyzed they actually were starved fez. information.
Amens the twenty-two topics, 17 received modal ratings of "7.q That
Is, 17 topics were of great haterest to the managers. *The analysis of
previous issues of the REPORT clearly indicated that most of these 17
topics had not been emphasized nor mentioned in the pUblication There
was an obvious 1/41ommunication gap.

The five remaining topics were important for they revealed the
subjects in which managers had considerably less interest. (See Table 1.
Topics with Less Than a "7"--Great /nterest Mode.)
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TABLE 1

TOPICS WITH LESS THAN A "7"--GREAT INTEREST MODE

Rank ka.L.....c Mode Mean

17 Supervisory Promotions at the Co. 4 4.81

19 Activities at Other Co. Locations 5 4.65

20 Executive Promotions 5 4.49

21 The Co. Savings Bond Drive 1 3.07

22 The United Fund at the Co. 1 2.89

TOPIC RANKINGS BY ALL iPAGERS

It is recognized that there can be differences among managers.
But, when combined, a general thrUst f.z.'r what they feel is important can
be determined. The topic rankings by m4nagers combines all white-collar
employees and reveals a cumulative gican for each topic. (See AppendixA.
Overall Topic Rankings by All ManAgers.) The individual topics as ranked
by all managers appear to fall into seven identifiable categories:

General Financial-Sales [topics ranked
External Market Factors [topics ranked 6 - 9]
Internal Operations [topics ranked 10 - 12]
Detailed Financial Data [topics ranked 13 - 16]
Specific Internal Items [topics ranked 17 - 18]
Company/Corporate Abstractions [topics ranked 19 - 20]
Societal Issues [topics ranked 21 - 22]

/t appears that overall, they want information on the firm's financial,
standing and also on those factors external to the organization. These
are items that directly affectithe firm's progress and thereby the
managers' future.

RANKINGS BY LEVEL OF MANAGEMENT

It was assumed that the firm had five levels of management; on
the questionnaire the respondents were asked to indicate where they
viewed themselves on a five-level scale:

1 = first-line management,
3 = middle management,
5 = top management.
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The rankings of the topics mere analyzed by the managers' levels. Mhnagers
revealed what was important to them at their particular level within the
organization. (See Appendix B. Managers' Rankings by Managerial Level.)

Sone Specific Topics by Level

At all levels, except for the very tap managers, there is a strong
interest in profit information [1]*. It can be assumed that top manage-
ment have profit information readily- available and therefore are not
interested in seeing it reported in a formal communication. At the upper
levels there is a strong interest in the president's thonehts [2], but
the first-line managers are less interested. First-line managers, how-
ever, want information on competitioncompany sales compared to competi-
tion sales [3] and news of the competition [9]. Managers above the first-
line are relatively less interested in information concerning the competition.

Top management are much more interested in union issues (company
stand [7] and industry demands [16])_ than other managers. The engineerini
11 progression is one of the clearest. Engineering refinements seem to
be more important to those nost directly affected. As one moves farther
away from the tangible first-line, interest plummets. No one is enor-
mously interested in nanagement concepts [12]; but, there is more interest
among lower level managers than at upper levels. This is probably attri-
butable to upper level managers having more formal education and thereby
being better informed on concepts of management.

The difference in managers by levels is Clearly indicated on
the corporate news (15] topic. This firm is a subsidiary within a con-
glomerate. The fires top managers are interested in corporate news--
but, Interest diminishes among lower-tier managers.

There is considerable unanimity on the topics of supervisory
promotions [WI safety ital. activities at other locations [191,
executive promotions [20 U.S. bonds [21] and the U.F. drive [22].
Regard1ess of level, managers are not interested in these taPielg.

MANAGERIAL LEVEL IMPLICATIONS

There are at least two inplications revealed in the daX4. First,
managers are different, have different communication wants and Jutted:,
dependent upon whore they are in the vertical organisation. Second,
managers, if they are to maintain the communication chain, must transmit
more than information that interests them. What interests a fourth-tier
amnagmr can be substantially different from what interests a first-line
manaeor. It: appears that institutional communications idth managers may
necessarily be more diverse than institutional communication with

.

blue-collar employees.

*Topic's overall rank in bracket (1.
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RANKING BY RESPONSIBILITY AREA

The managers were requested to identify th474,- major function or
primary responsibility areathat is, what kind of management assignment
did they have? Managers could place themselves in one of five possible
responsibility areas:

1. Financial/Accounting,
2. Production/Manufacturing,
3. Marketing,
4. Fngin,NPring, and
5. Support Staff.

It has been established that the managers' verrical level in the organi-
zation influences what information is important to them. By analyzing
responsibility areas it can be determined if the horizontal functional
area influences what kinds of information are important to managers.
(See Appendix C. Managers' Rankings by Responsibility Area.)

Functional Interest

For managers in Production/Manufacturing, Marketing, and Engi-
neering, there were specific topics relating directly to their function.
it is not surprising that managers working in these functional-4PM
ranked tbe related topics highly. (Production/Manufacturing managers
ranked "production procedures" = 3; Marketing managers ranked "marketing
procedures" = 3; and Engineering managers ranked "engineering develop-
ments" = 3.] However, the managers in the Finande/Accounting area did
not seem to have a strong interest in topics related to their function.
(Accounting managers ranked "company profits" = 5; "profit centers" = 13;
and "company billings" (cash flow) = 17.] This could be attributable to
these managers working regularly with financial information.

Unanimity

The analysis by functional area indicates some unanimity at the
top (company profits [1]) and bottom (U.S. Bonds [24 and U.F. Drive [24)
of the rankings. Regardless of functional responsibility, managers feel
company profit information is important and that information on the fires
U.S. Bond Drive and U.P. Drive is unimportant.

Safety Progression

This firm had a very active ongoing safety program. Although
none of these managers would have an actual "hands-on" relationship to
the production process, it is Int-treating that the closer managers are
to actual production, the greater their intereat in safety. [AccountiAR
managers ranked safety =, 20; Engineers m, 18; Production/Manufacturing
Managers 144
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RESPONSIBILITY AREA. IMPLICATIONS

Managers are a very diverse group. It is obvious that the
managers' jobs influence what is important to them. To attempt to create
an institutional communication to serve all managers by responsibility
area would be impractical. But, the division heads for the various
functional areas can use these data ta better understand what kind of
information should be routed to managers working in their respective
functional areas.

CONCLUSIONS

If this firm is representative of other companies, there is evi-
dence that white-collar namagers are hungry for information and companies
may not be addressing the institutional communication needs of their
white-collar employees. Recently there has been talk of the "blue-collar
blues." Some compamies have attempted to take the "blues" out of the
blue-collar job by bettering their communications with these employees.
But, regardless of how well the company communicates with the customer,
the community and the blue-collar employee--if the company is ignoring
and not cormim4c4ting with its fellow management, the organization cannot
sustain itself indefinitely. There is a danger that managers at different
levels and nanagers of different functions say become isolated from the
company's basic objectives. What has previously-been treated as solely
a blue-collar problem--the "blue-collar blues"--may become a phenomenon
of managers and unfortunately leave a rather distinctive ring around the
white-collars of management.
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APPENDIX A

Rank

OVERALL TOPIC RANKING BY ALL MANAGMS

Topic Mean Managerial Interest

1
2

3

4

Company's Profits (and losses)
Company President's Thoughts on
Business Outlook
Company Sales Compared to Compe-
tition's Sales
Company Bookings (orders)

6.10~

5.72

5.58
5.56

General
FinAnrial
Sales

5 New Production Procedures at the
Company 5.50

6 Company Salca Forecasts
7 Company Stand on Union Issues 5.43 External
8 The Marketing of the Company's Market

Products 5.42 Factors
9 The Company Competition 5.41

10
11

12

Company Profit Center Analysis
Engineering Developments at the
Company
HAnagement Concepts (how to be
a better supervisor)

Internal
5.38 Operations

5.29

13 Industry-Mide Business Outlooks
14 Company Billings (cash flow) 5.17 Detailed
15 Corporate News 4.97 Financial
16 Union Demands Within the Industry 4.94 Data

17 Supervisory Positions at the Company 4.81.1 Specific Inter-

IS Safety 4.69-1 nal Items

19 Activities at Other Company Locations 4.651 Company
20 Executive Promotions at the

I
Corporate

Corporation 4.49 J Abstractions

21 The Company U.S. Savings Bond Drive 3.07] Societal

22 The U.F. Drive at the Company 2.89 Topics
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APPENDIX B

-MANAGERS' RANKINGS BY MANAGERIAL LEVEL

Topic Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 level 5

1. Co. Profits I 1 1 / 6

2. Pres. Thoughts 7 3 2 2 1

3. Co. Sales to Compet. 2. 10 4 8 12

4. Co. Bookings (orders) 6 4 8 7 8

5. Production Procedures 9 9 3 5 10

6. Co. Sales Forecast 8 12 9 11 3

7. Co. on Union Issues 14 5 7 6 2

8. Marketing Co. Product 4 12 5 3 4

9. Co. Competition 3 15 10 13 13

10. Profit Centers 12 2 11 4 14

U. Engineering Develop. 5 8 6 13 15

12. Management Concepts 10 7 12 20 17

13. Industry Bus. Outlook 11 6 13 15 18

14, Co. Billings 13 13 9 8

15. Corporate News 17 14 16 10 7

16., /atty. Union Demands 16 18 15 17 5

17. Supervisory Promotion 15 16 18 19 16

18. Safety 18 19 19 16 19

19. Activ. Other Location 20 17 17 12 11

20. Co. U.S. Bond Drive 21 21 21 22 21
1

22. Co. U.F. Drive 22 22 22 21 22
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APPENDIX C

MANAGERS' RANKINGS BY RESPONSIBILITY AREA

FA Prod/Mfg Mktg Eng S Staff

1. Co. Profits 5 1 1 2 1

2. Pres. Thoughts 1 2 6 9 2

3. Co. Sales to C-mpet. 9 8 2 / 12

4. Co. Bookings 14 4 3 11 3
-

5. Production Proc. 6 3 13 5 14

6. Co. Sales Forecast 19 7 7 8 19

7. Co. on Uniin Issues 1 6 17 5 5

8. Mktg. Co. Product 8 12 3 13 6

9. Co. Competition 9 13 5 4 9

10. Profit Centers 13 U. 8 7 4

11. Engineering Develop. 16 9 11 3 8

12. Management Concepts 7 5 12 17 13

13. Industry Bus. Outlook 18 9 9 11 14

14. Co. Billings 17 14 10 16 6

15. Corporate News 3 17 14 15 16

16. Intry Union Demands 14 16 19 10 19

17. Supervisory Promotion 9 18 18 19 11

18. Safety 20 14 20 18 20

19. Act. Other Location 4 19 16 14 18

20. Exec. Pro. at Corp. 9 20 15 20 17

21. Co. U.S. Bond Drive 21 21 21 21 21

22. Co. UP Drive 22 22 22 22 22
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AN EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH TO TEACHING FACTORS OF LEADERSHIP EMERGENCE,
MORALE AND tFilCIENCY IN SMALL GROUP COMMUNICATION NETWORKS

Otis Baskin, University of Houston at Clear Lake City

ABSTRACTI - C

The present study is an experimental approach to teaching
factors of leadership emergence, morale and efficiency in small group
-communication networks. This method has been found effective in
allowing students in organizational communication classes to concep-
tualize same of the more abstract principles of small group communi-
cation from their own experiences. Data are generated from centralized
and decentralized problem-solving groups to illustrate the effect of
network patterns on group process.

PROBLEM

Many researchers In small group communication have reported
findings which seem to establish a positive corrOation between-leader-
ship emergence and degree of network centrality.' Specifically it has
been reported that a leader emerges in a-wheel network more often than
in chain or Y networks and that leadership emergence is more frequent
in these three patterns than in a circle network. General support has
also been found to indicate a negative correlation between group member's
satisfaction with their experience and network centralization.2 Again
Shaw has found that decentralized communication networks are usually
more efficient in the solution of "coMplex problems" than centralized
groups.3

1M. E. Shaw and G. H. Rothschild, "Some Effects of Prolonged
Experience in Communication Nets," Journal of Applied Psychology, 1956,
40, pp. 281-286.

2H. J. Leavitt, "Some Effects of Certain Communication Patterns
on Group Performance," Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, 1951,
46, pp. 38-50.

3M. E. Shaw, "Some Effects of Unequal Distribution of Information
Upon Group Performance in Various Communication Nets," Journal of Abnor-
mal and Social Psychology, 1954, 49, pp. 547-553.
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Based on the above findings the present study sought to esta-
blish the effect of seating arrangement on leadership emergence, 'morale
and efficiency in small group prdblem-solving situations typics1 of
those used in teaching small group communication. The task ,of applying
theory and research to the classroom setting is a problem which contin-
ually faces the teacher of communication. Principles which may be dis-
cussed in the abstract often become vague and confusing in application
to practice. An experimental approach was adopted as a vehicle for
illustrating these basic principles of communication in a classroom
setting. Three hypotheses.were selected for testing4:

1. A leader is more likely to emerge in a centralized
communication network than in a decentralized network.

2. Croup members have higher morale in decentralized
than in centralized communication networks.

3. A decentralized communication-network is most effi-
cient when the group must solve complex problems.

Leadership was defined as the person whose participation was most help-
.

ful in the group's accomplishment of the task. Morale was operational-
ized as the mean rating for eaCh group of individual responses on a 5
point scale ranging from satisfied to not satisfied. Efficiency was
judged on the basis of time required for task completion and correctness
of result.

Y2TBOD

Students in organizational communication classes were randomly
divided into groups of five subjects each. Total subjects for the study
cOnsiated of 105 students in 21 groups. This was done as the first group
communication exercise to avoid any establithed.leadership patterns. The
groups were separated in a large classroom so that conversations could
not be overheard between groups and the chairs were arranged in the pat-
terns of a "Y", a "wheel", and a "concom" (Figure 1). Group members were

FIGURE 1

Group Patterns
"Wheel" "Concom"

X X X
X XX
X XX X

4M. E. Shaw, Group Dynamics: The Psychology of Small Group Be-
havior, New York: McGraw-Hill, 1971, pp. 137-153.
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assigned to positions at random in the centralized and decentralized
networks and instructed not to move their chairs. No group leaders
were appointed by the instructor.
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Shaw defines a "complex problem" as one in which "Information
nust be collected In one place and operations must be performed upon it
before the solution can be knol-W75 To meet this criterion a mathemati-
cal problem was selected (Appendix A) which used nonsense words to re-
present units of time, distance, and speed.6 Infoi.astion necessary to
solve the problem was typed on 26 cards and randomly distributed to group
members so that each subject would have only a portion of the information
needed. The subjects were instructed to retain in their possession the
cards that had been distributed to them at all times and to share the
information only la an oral manner. Each group reported directly to the
experimenter when a solution had been reached which was satisfactory to
al/ group members. The solution decided upon and the t±me required for
completion were recorded by the experimenter. The groups were told at
the start that only 20 minutes would be allowed for completion of the
task.

The present study differed from previous researdh concerning
these hypotheses in that normal classroom conditions were used. No phy-
sical barriers were used to direct the flow of communication. Subjects
were free to communicate verbally and nonverbally with all other members
of their group, with only the arrangement of the Chairs establishing
network patterns. Due to this factor it was necessary to use the "con-
dom" pattern for a decentralized network rather than the "circle" used
in some studies.

At the conclusion of the experiment each subject was asked to
complete a short questionnaire to determine his perception of who emerged
as the group leader and his personal degree of satisfaction with the ex-
perience.

RESULTS

Analyses of the data appear to indicate that the mere physical
arrancement of positions in small groups has an effect on leadership
emergence, group morale and efficiency. Table 1 summarizes the leader-
ship emergence data obtained from the questionnaire (Appendix B). The
first hypothesis, fhat "a 'leader is more likely to emerge in a central-
ized communication network" can be illustrated by the greater number of
leaders identified in "condom" (decentralized) networks compared to the

6G. Meyers and M. Meyers, Instructors Manual for: The Dynamics
of Human Communication, New York:, McGraw-Hill, 1973, pp. 60-62.
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"Y" and "wlmel" (centralized) patterns. Both centralized networks aver-
aged 2 leaders across all groups while the decentraliZed pattern produced'
a mean of 3.57 leaders.

. TABLE 1

Number of Leaders Identified Per Group

Networks

Groups milt "Wheel" "Concom"

1 2

3

3 2 2

4 3 3 4

5 3 2 4

6 1 2 3

7 1 2 3

Net. Means 2.0 2.0 3.57

Group satisfaction scores (table 2) were obtained for each group
by summing the satisfaction ratings of eadh subject. Lower scores indi-
cate less satisfaction with the group experience and higher scores indi-
cate greater satisfaction. The lowest possible group Satisfaction score
was 5 and the highest possible score was 25. -Again a trend can be ob-
served.which indicates a lower degree of satisfaction for members of cen-
tralized groups and a higher degree of satisfaction for subjects in de-
centralized networks. Network mean scores ("Y" = 14.57, "wheel" = 18.85,
"concom" = 23.0) indicate a trend of progressively greater'satisfaction.
One.tailed t tests were conducted on the difference between network mean
scores (table 2). Non-significant results were obtained for the means
of the two centralized patterns indicating no significant differences
between the satisfaction ratings of these groups. However, significant
results were obtained when tests were conducted between the-decentralized
network mean and the means of each centralized network. Both comparisons
yielded an increase in satisfaction for the decentralized network that was
significant at the p<.05 level. These results are in agreement with the
second hypothesis:. "Croup members have higher morale in decentralized
than in centralized communication networks."
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DISCUTSIOS

The restate destrihed above have beam used to illustrate the
effects of commumitation setuork structure in class discussions of re-
lated topics. TAls sethod has bees found effective Le aliovimg communi-
cation stud/masa to costeptsalise Nome of the principles of small group
communication from their ems experiesces. Class discessiom of tabuleted
data similar to those presemted here helps to focus attestiom elm the
amergeste a leadership& group motel. amd efficiescy S. the various met-
works. Diacuestes of the tremda width appear to tediuma al protrusion
of cestralisation are of partitular value at this stage. is each case
the poorest overall performesce is indicated for tho very Monarchial

seam*. Studests readily recess's* the relatiomehip of this set-
vett to a hierstakial organisation chart amd are eble to discuss the
effects of filtration amd leo/atlas In hierarchial orgamisatlems. The
relatively improved performesce of the %beer mod "costae greeps pre.-
wide the basis for a nessimgful discuestem of the advastagas et mere
participative detisiemsmakieg tethmiques.
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APPENDIX A

Problem-Solving Task Instructions*

Pretend that lutts and ulppa represent a new-way of measuring
distance, and that dare, wore, and sirs represent a new way of measuring
time. A men drives from Town A through Town 2 and Town C, to Town D.
The task of yoyr group Le to determine hovmany worm the entire trip took.
You have twenty minutes for this task. Do not choose a formal leader.

YOu vill be given cards coati:Laing Information related to the
task of the group. You may share this Information orally, but you must
keep the cards in your hands throughout.

MUM SOLDTIOK DATA: Printed Cards
to be Distributed Moss Croup Marbers

Soy far is It frost A to St

Mow far Is It from 2 to CT

Sow far is it frost C to D?

What is 4 lett?

ghat is a sir?

Sow sissy sdrs are there is
as hour?

Sow fast doe* a sas drive
fros A to St

Moe fest des* ths ma drive
from B to C?

ghat is a airy?

Sowarmyelpps are that* is
allot

ghat is a der?'

Whit is a use

Sow fast does the ass drive
fres C to D?

it Is 4 lutts from A to 2.

It Is 2 lotto from 2 to C.

It la 10 lutts from C to D.;

A lutt Is 10 sipps.

A air is away of samsurins time.

Mere axe rwo airs Ls an hoer.

The sae drives fres A to 2 at
the rate of 24 Immo per var.

The ass drives (Mb I tO C at
the tete of 30 lutts peruser.

A mipp la 4: imeybof asasurias
distaste.

There ate 2 alppe is a elle.

A dirt is 10 acre.

A lour is S airs.

The OM drives from C to D at
the rate of 30 lett* per wor.

Adapted from: C. Meyers meld K. Meyers, lestrattors Manual fors
The 11)inaeite Of Shose Commaltatisa, Wee York: Braraw-11111. 11173,
pp. 110.42.
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APPSNDIXB

Please nurser all of the following questions as completely as possible.

1. Whose participation was most helpful in the group's accomplishment
of the task?

What did he/the do that was helpful?

(more than one answer
possible)

... Whose participation seemed to hinder the group's accomplishment of
the task?

What did he/she do that seemed to hinder?

(more than one answer
possible)

3. What feeling reactions did you experience during the problem-solving
exercise? If possible, what behavior evoked a feeling of response
on your part?

4. What role(s) did you play in the group as it worked on the task?

S. Indicate below with a Check mark your degree of satisfaction with the
group experience.

Very Satisfied Very Dissatisfied
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CONCEPTUALIZING PLANNED VS
UNPLANNED COMMUNICATIONS

J. E. Gratz
Pen American University
Elitabeth W. Gratz

Pan American University

ABSTRACT

Planned communication can be proved better than unplanned communica-
tion by conceptualizing this fact through involvement by students in an exer-
cise.

Students are used in groups of three and there are two groups. The
first group is given a communications problewin numbers to solve without

'benefit of planning or feedback. The second group is allowed to plan a solu-
tier% to the problea and then is given feedback as the problem progresses.

The exercise proves that a planned communication system' is superior
to an unplanned system. More important the concept is retained since the
individuals are involved in the activity.

INTRODUCTION

Planned communication is better than unplanned communIcationmt
Least in 99 percent of the Cases. However, the instructoridwrjust tells
students about this and other concepts falls to use the psychology of
learning and, more important the psychology of retention. To conceptualise,
whiCh is the essence of learning, students must be Involved in the learning
process, with the instructor acting as the initiator and guide.

To explain how an environment can be created to increase the proba-
bility of conceptualising planned vs unplanned communication by involving
students it the purpose of this article.

Importance

Hothing ismer" dull or deadly to a class than to have a presentation
read in a monotonous soft spoken voice. To communicators, the preceding
statement-should be Obvious, but unfortunately In a number of lastances wed°
not practice what we preach. For every communication action, we went a reac-
tion. Dull presentatioas will get out, reactioathe class will go to sleep
and will not conceptualise anything but fantasies in their dreamsell on
22v1 classroom time.
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Procedure

Conceptualizing anything requires involvement by the individual.
Therefore, people must be involved to conceptualize planned and unplanned
communication. First, get three students (volunteers) and have them stand
in separate corners, face to the wall, eyes closed. The directions are
these: "I'm going to call out a number from 1 to 30. You are each to
raise a number of fingers with the idea that the sum of fingers all three
of you together raise will equal the number I call. Do you understand
these directions?" Then, a number, such as 22, ts called. Each student
raises a number of fingers. No feedback is given. Two or three =ore
numbers are called--all numbers that cannot be divided by three. Generally,

the students will not get the fingers and the numbers correct. However,
sometimes they will.

Next have three other students volunteer. This time give them tine
to,plan how to get the fingers to equal the number. The easiest way is to
number themselves. Student 1, Student 2, and Student 3. Student 1 will
hold up fingers for every number called from 1-10. Student 2 picks up at
11 and goes through -213. Student 3 comes into play at number 21 through 30.
Therefore, if the number 23 is called, Student 1 holds up ten fingers,
Student 2 holds up ten fingers, and Student 3 holds up three fingers. Some
instructors may find it simpler to give these directions to the students
either before the class begins or during class take them out in the hall
for a Qinute for planning.

To go one step beyond, ask three other students to volunteer. This
time call out numbers that are divisible by 3, such as 9, 12, 15, and so on.
They will get these correct. Then you can stzrt the non-divisibles by three
to see hoe many they can get. This helps to prove the principle that those
in the same communication channel tend to develop the same outlook.

ConcDusion

Students participating in this exercise find that the group which is
allowed to plan always has a far superior communication system than the group
wto is not allowed planning time.

The group which is taken'through the same cammuniestion channel
(example 3) will also normally have a superior communication system when
compared with the group which did no planning. A superior system is defined

as oae with the most correct responses.

Some authorities have indicated that we learn by taste, 12 of all we
Mara; by touch, 11/22; by smell, 31/42; by hearing, 112; and by sight, 832.

Perhaps more important are the retention percentages. We tetain 162
of what we read, 102 of what we hear, and 302 of what we see. If we combine

seeing and hearing we retain 502, We retain 702 of what we sat as we talk;
however, if we participate in au act, the retentioe rate goes V7 902.

Therefore, if students are involved in au activity that uses planned
and unplanned communication they will retain this coecept. if someme just
tells them that planned comminute-attain is superior to unplanoed communicatioe,
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they may retain 20% of what is said, or perhaps only 20% of those who hear
will learr the concept.
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EFFECTIVENESS OF ORDER OF INFORMATION IN VARIOUS
BUSINESS COMMUNICATION SITUATIONS

John W. Alderson, East Arkansas Community College

ABSTRACT

This paper presents the results of three studies which in-
vestigated the relationship between order of information in persuasive
business communication situations and the effectiveness of those
messages as measured by responses. The situations used in the in-
vestigation consisted of a questionnaire cover letter, a promotion
letter, and a collection letter. All potential respondents in each
letter were sent a letter identical in all aspects except for the
order of information. None of the three experiments produced any
results that would indicate a relationship existing between order of
information and effectiveness of responses as measured by responses.

INTRODUCTION

Many teachers of business communication have questioned the
importance of following a specific order of information for a certain
business letter-writing situation. Several business communication
textbooks advocate particular letter plans for different situations.
This paper presents the results of three experiments which were under-
taken to investigate the relationship between order of information and
the effectiveness of persuasive request business letters.

RESFARCH METHODOLOGY

The three experiments conducted consisted of a persuasive col7
lection letter for a hospital sent to 469 potential respfteents, a
promotion letter of a email town department store sent tor731 poten-
tial respondents, and a questionnaire cover letter used to survey mew-
bers of an honorary business fraternity sent to 419 potential respon-
dents. The potential respondents in each of the three different ex-
periments were divided randomly into six groups. An appropriate per-
suasive request letter was written for each of the experiments. Each
of the six groupi of potential respondents in-the different experiments
was sent a letter identical in all aspetta *Kept for the order"of
information. The letters for eadh of the three experiments were
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constructed so that the order of information of each letter could be
rearranged to create six different coherent letters for each of the
three experiments.

The first group in each experiment was sent a letter with the
order of information often advocated by buyimesi communication text-
books--attention, development, and action.:' Each of the other five
groups in each experiment was sent a letter with a different order of
information. (See Tables I, II, III in Appendix for the order of in-
formation used with each group.)

In each experiment, every effort was taken to present the let-
ters in a realistic setting. Appropriate stationery and envelopes
were used as well as conventional styles of letter forms. The Ap-
pendix contains examples of the six letters used in the promotion ex-
periment illustrating the various orders of information. As has pre-
viously been stated, the only variable that was altered for each
group was the order of information. All other elements of the letters
including signature, type of stationery, enclosures, etc. were the
same for each group.

The criterion of effectiveness of the letters was the number
of responses obtained. The standards for a valid response from the
letters were defined and specified for each situation. In the col-
lection letter experiment for the hospital, only full or partial in-
dividual payments on accounts during a one month period, by cash or
insurance, were included as responses. In the promotion letter of
a small town department store, the criterion of effectiveness was the
number of respondents who complied with the letter in all aspects.
Complete compliance involved the respondents coming into the depart-
ment store during a two week specified time period bringing their
letters with them. In the questionnaire cover letter, questionnaires
fully and partially completed, as well as responses of individuals
who did not answer the questionnaire but indicated why they did not,
were counted as responses.

RESULTS

Tables I, II, and II/ in the Appendix show the number of re-
spondents and non-respondents for each of the three experiments re-
spectively. A chi-square test was used to determine if any significant

1For example see: Morris Wolf and Robert Aurner, Effective
Communication in Business, 6th ed., Cincinnati, Ohio: South-Western
Publishing Co., 1974, pp. 339, 359-383. Herta A. Murphy and Charles
E. Peck, Effective Business Communication, 2nd ed., New York, New
York: McGraw-Hill' Inc., 1976, pp. 310-325, 458-461. J.H. Menning
and C.W. Wilkinson, Communicating Through Letters and Reports, 4th
ed., Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1967, pp. 62, 65-
66, and 308-313.
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relationship existed between the order of information of the Six
groups in each experimgnt and the effectiveness of the message as
measured by responses.'

The findings of all three experiments support the hypothesis
that there isno significant relationship between the order of in-
formation of the persuasive request letters, and the effectiveness of
these letters as measured by responses. As the tables indicate, the
attention, development, and action order of information, in.comparison
with the others, did not produce the highest number of responses.

Based on these findings, a conclusion which can be drawn from
the data is that no evidence was produced which would support the
concept of a particular order of information, such as the often ad-.

vocated attention, development, and action order, as having any sig-
nificant influence on the effectiveness of a persuasive request let-
ter as measured by responses. This underlines the question of whether
a particular order of information should be stressed in business com-
munication classes.

2
For explanation of conducting chl-square test see:

Samuel B. Richmond, Statistical Analysis (2nd ed., New York: The
Ronald Press Co., 1964), pp. 295-301 and 577.
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APPENDIX 1

TABLE I

Number of Respondents and Non-Respondents in Each of the
Six Groups in the Collection Letter Experiment

Groups
a

Respondents Non-Respondents Total

I 9 (11.5%) 69 (88.5%) 78

II 15 (18.5%) 66 (81.5%) 81

III 8 (10.3%) 70 (89.7Z) 78

IV 11 (15.1%) 62 (84.9%) 73

V 12 (15.0%) 68 (85.02) 80

VI 12 (15.2%) 67 (84.8%) 79

WA.

Total 67 (14.3%) 402 (85.7%) 469

aThe order of information for the different groups
.in the collection letter experiment was:

Group I - attention, development, and action
Group II - development, action, and attention
Group III - action, development, and attention
Group IV - development, attention, and action
Group V - action, attention, and development
Group VI - attention, action, and development

Computed chi-square value is 2.8227. Theoretical
chi-square value is 11.070 for .05 level of significance
with five degrees of freedom.
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APPERDEr 2

MILE II

Inmber of Respondents and lenr-Respondents In Each a the
Six Grooms in the Promotion Letter ESperinent

Groupe Respondents Ree&Respoodents Total

I 40 (32.52) 83 (67.51) 123

Il 27 (22.52) 93 (77.53) 120

III 29 (23.63) 94 (76.43) 123

rir 37 (30.1Z) SG (69.91) 123

V 42-(34.42)-- 00-(65:63)--- 122

VI 20 (24.22) 91 (75M) 120

Total 204 (27.03) 327 (72.13) 731

*Me order of infornstion for the different troupe in
the ?roulettes letter esperimeet meat

Creel, 1 - attesting* development, and action
Creep U -development, action, amd attentlon
Creep III - attics, development, sod animation
Creep re -development, emetic* sod action
Creep V actiem, &Motions mid development
Creep Vi ettentiem, &cam, mid demlormit

Competed chi-square value Le 74017. Theoretical chl-
ogeogrevelne le 11.070 for .05 level of olsofficoace with five
degree' of freedom.
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APPENDIX 3

TABLE III

Nnmber of ResTomdents and Nommatspondents in Zarb of the Six
Croups in the Questionnaire Cover Letter EXperiment

a
Groups Respondents Nou-Respoudents Total

I 35 (50.72) 34 (49.32) 69

II 48 (67.62) 23 (32.42) 71

III 34 (50.02) 34 (50.02) 68

IV 44 (62.92) 26 (37.12) 70

V 41 (57.72) 30 (42.32) 71

VI 42 (60.02) 28 (40.02) '70

Total 244 (58.22) 175 (41.82) 412

a
The order of information for the different groups in

the questionnaire cover letter experiment vest

Croup I - attention, development, end action
Group II - development, action, and attention
Croup III - action, development, and attention
Group IT - development, attention, and action
Group V - action, attemtion, and development
Group VI - attention, /Action, and development

Computed chi-square value is 6.7710. Theoretical chi-
equate value is 11.070 for .05 level of significance with five
degrees of freedom.
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APPENDIX 4

LETTER-GROUP I

Did you know that we at ABW appreciate your business? Fir too often
firms don't let their best customers know how much their hominess is
appreciated. ABlirbas an inexpensive but useful gift for you to show
you we do appreciame your business and thidk of you as a friend as
well as a customer.

Our policy at Am over the nearly 100 years we have been in business
has been to carry-high-quality merchandise, stand behind and guar-
antee eadh item as advertised, and give satisfaction to you, our
customer and friend. Some of the nationally advertised lines you
wal find 14 ABST are Nally Don and Forever Young dresses, Nary Grey
hosiery, litkernick lingerie, Ship 'n Shore biomass, Bostmrian shoes,
Nunsiagwear apparel, and Career Cltib shirts.

Now that spring is here, the °second gift season.' is just around the
corner. You will find spring and summer fashions now in our stocks
which we feel you would be interested in for yourself as well as for
-gifts-for liothergs-Varatheres'Elay; and-gradnation:Iton't-forget
that your purchases can now be charged on your SankAmericard.

If you will bring this letter with you to AI0 aoy time during the
nazt two weeks,lasy 3-15, you win receive the small sift we have
for you. Mils im our way of shouts& you we mean it when we say thank
you for being one of our regular custiews. Come in and see our new
spring and summer merchandise whilelOV:.Nisit with us at one of the
oldest and best-known stores in Eastl&age.

Sincerely,
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APPENDIX 5

urrnat - GROUP II

0ur policy at AIN over the nearly 100 years we have been in business
has been to carry blierqualityserchandise, stand behind and guar-
antee eaeh item as advertised, and give satisfaction to you, our
customer and friend. Some of the nationally advertised lines you
will find at ABU are Melly Don and Forever Tea* dresses, Nary Grey
hosiery, Melown4Ar lingerie, Ship gin Shore blouses, Bostonian shoes,
Nunsingwear apparel, and Career Club shirts.

Nos that.spripg is bere,-the `Second gift,seasoe_ls_justarounuthe
corner. Toe will find spring and summer fashions now in our stocks
which we feel you geoid be interested in for yourself as well as for
gifts for Mother's Day, Father's Day, and graduation. Don't forget

that your purthases can now be charged =your BankAmericard.

If you will bring this letter with you to= any time during the
next two weeks, May 345, you will receive the small gift we have

for you. This is ots way of showing you we mean it when we say thank
you for being one of oar regular customers. COme in and see our new

---sprIng-astsromereerdtaadIse-illate-yas-visit-vitb-us-arvae-af-the
oldest and best-known stores in fast Mae.

Did you know that we at =appreciate your business? Tar too often
firms don't let their best customers blow how much their %wipes* is
appreciated. Alithas an inexpessive but useful gift for you to sbow
you we do appreciate your business and think of you as a friend as

well as a customer.

Singerely,

126
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APPENDIX 6

LETTER - GROUP III

/f you will bring this letter with you to ABW any time during the
next two weeks, May 3-15, you will receive the small gift we have
far you. Mils is our way of showing you we mean it when we say thank
you far being one of our regular customers. Come in and see our new
spring and summer merchandise while you visit with us at one of the
oldest and best-known stores in East Ridge.

Our policy at ABWover the nearly 100 years we have been in business
has been to carry high-nualitymercbandise, stand behind and guar-
antee each item as advertised_and give_satisfaction.to you, our
customer and friend. Some of the nationally advertised lines you
will find at ABUrare Nelly Don and Forever Young dresses, Mary Grey
hosiery, lickernick lingerie, Ship 'n Shore blouses, Bostonian shoes,
Munsingwear apparel, and Career Cldb shirts.

Now that spring is hers, the "second gift season" is just around the
corner. You will find spring and summer fashions now in our stocks
which we feel you wculd be Interested in for yourself as well as for
gifts for Mother's Day, Father's Day, and graduation. Don't forget
-that-your-purchases-can-now-be-Charged-on-your-BankAmericard-,----------

Did you know that we at ABW appreciate your business? Far too often
firms don't let their best customers know how much their business is
appreciated. ABW has an inexpensive but useful gift for you to show
you we do appreciate your business and think of you as a friend as
well as a customer.

Sincerely,

127
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APPENDIX 7

LETTER - GROUP IV

Our policy at ABW over the nearly 100 years we have been in business
has been to carry high-quality merchandise, stand behind and guar-
antee each item as advertised, and give satisfactian-to you, our
customer and friend. Some of the nationally advertised lines you
will find at ABW are Welly Don and Forever Young dresses, Mary Grey
hosiery, Kickernick lingerie, Ship 'n Shore blouses, Bostonian shoes,
Munsingwear apparel, and Career Club shirts.

Now that spring is here,_the "second gift season" is just_around the
corner. You will find spring and summer fashions now in our stocks
which we feel you would be interested in for yourself as well as for
gifts far Mother's Day,.Father's Day, and graduation. Don't forget
that your purchases can nowr be charged on your BankAmericard.

Did you know that we at Asur appreciate your business? Far too often
firms don't let their best customers know how much their business is
appreciated. ABW has an inexpensive but useful gift for you to show
you we do appreciate your business and think of you as a friend as
well as-acustomer.

If you will bring this letter with you to ABW any time during the
next two weeks, May 3-15, you will receive the small gift we have
for you. This is our way of showing you we mean it when we say thank
you for being one of our regular customers. Come in and see our new
spring and summer merchandise while you visit with us at one of the
oldest and best-known stores in East Ridge.

Sincerely,

128
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APPENDIX 8

LEITER GROUP V

If you will bring this letter with you to ABW spy time during the
next two weeks, May 3-15, you will receive the small gift we have
for you. 'This is our way of showing you we mesa it when we say thank
you for being one of our regular customers. Come in and see our new
spring and summer merdhandise while you visit with us at one of the
oldest and best-known stores in East Ridge.

Did you know that we at ABW appreciate your business? Far too often
firms don't let their best customers know how much their business is
appreciatedABW-has-an-inexpensive-but useful gift for-you to show
you we do appreciate your business and think of you as a friend as
well as a customer.

Our policy at ABW over the nearly 100 years we have been in business
has been to carry high-quality merchandise, stand behind and guar-
antee each item as advertised, and give satisfaction to you, our
customer and friend. Some, of the nationally advertised lines you
will find at ABW are Belly Don and Forever Young dresses, Mary Grey
hosiery, Kickernick lingerie, Ship 'n Shore blouses, Bostonian shoes,
Munsingwear apparel, and Career Club shirts.

Now-that spring is here, the "second gift season" is just around the
corner. You will find spring and summer fashions now in our stocks
which we feel you would be interested in for yourself as well as for
.gifts for Mother's Day, Father's Day, and graduation. Don't forget
that your purchases can now be charged on your BankAmericard.

Sincerely,
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APPENDIX 9

LE= - GROUP VI

Did you know that we at mur appreciate your business? Far too often
firms don't let their best customers know how much their business is
appreciated. ANW has an inexpensive but useful gift for you to show
you we do appreciate your business and think of you as a friend as
well as a customer.

If you, will bring this letter with you to ABW any time during the
next two weeks, Nay 3-15, you vIll receive the small gift we have
for-youThis-is our-way-of-showIng-youmeisean-it-when-we say-thank--
you for being one of our regular customers. Come in and see our new
spring and summer merchandise while you visit with us at one of the
oldest and best-known stores in East Ridge.

Our policy at ABW over the nearly 100 years we have been in business
has been to carry high-quality merchandise, stand behind and guar-
antee each item as advertised, and give satisfaction to you, our
customer and friend. Some of the nationally advertised lines you
will find at ABW are Nelly Don and Forever Young dresses, Mary Grey
hosiery, Xickernick lingerie, Ship en Shore blouses; Bostonian shoes,
Munsingwear apparel, and Career Club shirts.

Now that spring is here, the "second glft season" is just around the
corner. You will find spring and summer fashions now in our stocks
which we feel you would be interested in for yourself as well as for
gifts for Mother's Day, Father's Day, and graduation. Don't forget
that your purchases can now be charged on your BankAmericard.

Sincerely,

130
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THE EFFECT OF MORAL JUDGMENTS ON LEADERSHIP STYLES

Phillip V. Lewis, Oklahoma State University
John W. Williams, Oklahoma State University

ABSTRACT

This study proposes to establish a foundation upon which the com-
plex issue of moral judgment_andleadership_style_may,be investigated._
If the style of leadership at the top affects the styles of leadership
throughout an organization, it should logically follow that the level of
moral judgments of a leader at the top also will directly affect the moral
judgments of other leaders within the same organization. The null
hypothesis of this research--there is no significant correlation between
leadership styles and stages of moral development--may be rejected.

INTRODUCTION

Thy style of leadership at the top of an organization directly
affects the styles of leadership and methods of communication throughout
that organization. A hard-driving, task-oriented leader will impart
that style to leaders at lower levels. This type of leader will be
interested in the work side of the job (planning and organizing). He
will communicate only information necessary to get the tasks done on
time. Conversely, a "team" leader tends to encourage cooperatidn and
provides a trusting climate. His communication system will be much
more open than the leader who puts emphasis on task-oriented relation-
ships, and that atmosphere will be imparted to leaders at the lower
levels of the organization.

It should logically follow that since leadership styles affect
others, the level of moral judgments of a leader at the top also will
directly affect the moral judgments of others within the same organi-
zation. Several questions arise, therefore, regarding thie assumption:
First, is the assumption accurate? Second, what are the moral judgments
of business leaders? Third, is there a relationship between leadership
style and moral judgment. And fourth, if all of the, above is true, then
so what?

THE PROBLEM

The purpose of this study will be to establish a foundation upon
which the complex issue of moral judgment and leadership style may be

127
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investigated. In this early stage of development the researchers propose
to investigate the following null hypothesis:

111 There is no significant correlation between leadership styles
and stages of moral development.

More, specifically:
H1

1
There is no significant correlation between 9, 9 manage-
ment and stages 5 & 6 of moral development.

1112
There is no significant correlation between 9, 1 manage-
ment and stages 4 & 5 of moral development.

111
3

There is no significant correlation between 5, 5 manage-
ment and stages 3 & 4 of moral development.

111
4

There is no significant correlation between 1, 9 manage-
ment and stages 2 & 3 of moral development.

H1
5

There is no significant correlation between 1, 1 manage-
ment and stages 1 & 2 of moral development.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

There are two terns used in this paper that may need explanation
_

Ta-dirship style and Eafil-deveropment.

Leadership Style

Leadership style is defined as the degree to which an individual
shows both concern for tasks and concern for people as measured by a
questionnaire (Appendix A) and plotted on the Managerial Grid designed
by Robert Blake and Jane Mouton (Figure 1).

The Managerial Grid is a two-dimensional approach to management
study with a range of possible interactions between the two dimensions.
The horizontal axis indicates concern for production while the vertical
axis indicates concern for people. Each is expressed as a nine-point
scale; the number 1 in each instance represents minimum concern and the
9 stands for maximum concern.

At the lower left corner of the Grid is the 1, 1 style ("impov-
erished"). Managers with a 1, 1 orientation exert minimum influence in
their contacts with others; little concern for production or people is
expressed. In a supervisory position, this person is most likely to be
found executing messenger-carrier functions; i.e., communicating orders
from the level above to the level below.

At the top left corner of the Grid is the 1, 9 style ("country
club"). Under a 1, 9 orientation the work tempo is comfortable; people
are encouraged rather than driven. Subordinates are expected to turn
out some work to avoid trouble. Human relations are important in and
of themselves. The group is the key unit of the organization.
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In the lower right corner is the 9, 1 style ("tatk"). Under a
9, 1 orientation a managerial assumption is that people are to be re-
garded as instruments of production. The use of hierarchical power, in
the authority-obedience sense, is the basis of control. Supervision of
production places heavy emphasis on task and job requirements.

In the upper right corner is the 9, 9 style ("team"). The 9, 9
orientation aims at integrating the two aspects of work--management of
production and people--under high concern for both. The key is involve-
ment and participation of those responsible for it in work planning and
execution. A major difference between 9, 9 and other managerial styles
is the use of goal setting as a basic management approach.

In the center of the Grid is the 5, 5 style ("dampened pendulum"),
which is the middle-of-the-road or an intermediate amount of both kinds
of concerns. The 5, 5 managerial orientation is the carrot-and-stick
approach in which the work direction is welcomed by a realistic consid-
eration that friction among people is just as costly to production as it

1
Robert R. Blake and Jane S. Mouton, "Managerial Facades"

Advanced Management Journal, July, 1966, p. 31.
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Is to poorly maintained machines. Rather than integration, however,
this style tends to develop two counter-balancing systems--a formal
system and an informal one, which tell how work really gets done, and
who, in fact, has power and influence.

Which is the best style? Blake and Mouton report that managers
rank the styles in the following order: 9, 9 is the soundest way to
manage, 9, 1 is next, and 5, 5 is third. It would seem to logically
follow, then, that 1, 9 is fourth and 1, 1 is last. However, Blake and
Mouton recommend using the managerial style that works best.

Moral Development

Moral development is defined as the three levels or six stages
of moral reasoning developed by Lawrence Kohlberg (Table 1). Essen-
tially, Kohlberg identified six stages of moral judgment, two stages
occurring at three distinct levels. Appendix B is the questionnaire
used in this study to id -.tify the six stages of moral-judgment.

LIMITATIONS

There are three inherent weaknesses in this study. The first
limitation may be traced to the validity and reliability of the ques-
tionnaire utilized to define management style. The second limitation
is similar in nature to the first limitation; the validity and reli-

-:-ability-of-the-instrument-utilized-to-measure the levels of moral de-
velopment may be questioned. A third limitation centers on the valid-
ity of the Kohlberg thesis. Kohlberg claims cross-cultural validation
of the stages of moral development. He cites his own as well as other
research efforts to justify the claim. A summary of moral development
is presented in this study.

DELIMITATIONS

The findings, conclusions, and generalizations reported in this
study shall apply to students associated by major fields of study with-
in the College of Business Administration at Oklahoma State University
and all other populations judged to be similar.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

Today there are charges that American business leaders are
morally bankrupt. Post-Watergate disclosures of illegal contributions
to American political campaigns as well as outright bribes to political
officeholders in foreign capitals by American business leaders makes
this issue real. If prison sentences were given for these crimes, cor-
porate officers and board chairmen of many of America's most respected
firms would be in jail today.
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A study of this nature,.therefore, is overdue in the field of
management and communications. Numerous researchers have studied the
communication ramifications of leadership styles (Evans, 1970; Hersey
and Blanchard, 1967; Likert, 1967; Reddin, 1970). Several researchers
have investigated moral development (Dewey, 1920s; Piaget, 1948;
Kohlberg, et al., 1955, 1969, 1972, 1973, 1975; Rawls, 1971; and
Hartshorn and Mauk, 1928).

If research reveals a significant relationship between a par-
ticular leadership style and some level of moral judgment, then further
research along this line of investigation will be appropriate. More
specifically, the results of this experiment may justify an analysis
of the relationship of leadership style and moral development in an
industrial setting. The results of such a study may reveal interven-
tions in leadership training programs Such interventions may include
strategies to upgrade a particular moral development of a particular
style of leadership.

TABLE 1

DEFINITION OF MORAL STAGES2

I. Preconventional Level

At this level, the child is responsive to cultural rules and
labels of good and bad, right or wrong, bUt interprets these labels
either in terms of the physical or the hedonistic consequences of
action (punishment, reward, exchange or favors) or in terms of the
physical power of those who enunciate the rules and labels. The level
is divided into the following two stages:

Stage 1: The punishment-and-obedience orientation. The physi-
cal consequences of action determine its goodness or badness, regardless
of the human meaning or value of these consequences.' Avoidance of pun-
ishment and unquestioning deference to power are valued in their own
right, not in terms of respect for an underlying moral order supported
by punishment and authority (the latter being Stage 4)..

Stage '2.: The instrumental-relativist orientation. Right action
consists of that'which'instrumentally Satisfies-one's own-needs and
occasionally the needs of others. Human relations are viewed in terms
like those of the marketplace. Elements of fairne6s, of reciprocity,
and of equal sharing are present, but they are always interpreted in a
physical, pragmatic way. Reciprocity is a matter of "you scratch my
back and I'll scratch yours," not of loyalty, gratitude or justice.

2
Lawrence Kohlberg, "Stages of Moral Development as a Basis for

Moral Education," in Moral Education: Interdisciplinary Approaches (New
York: Newman Press), pp. 86-88.
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hiffAXCI luau To mosAL Demon=
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taistatia end Antigens. Twentieth Century philosophical views ere
presented by John Dewey (1904) end Jess Plaget (1,411).

lexperissatal reeeereb begat in the 'addle 19$04 by develop-
mental psychologist Jess nave. tiagot's efforts wen extended la
MS sad &was la 1963 by Latrines Kohlberg. The present research
efforts draw heavily from the philosophical base advanced by Dewey
ead the theoretical lase established by Kohlberg.
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theory.
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I. Older in contrast to younger subjects show greater use of higher
stage thinking. This finding--the higher the age the higher the
stagesupports the developmental theory if we assume that chrono-
logical age is an index of individual development.

2. These age trend* were found in varioua cultures (Formosa. Turkey,
and Vnxico.)

3. Some longitudinal rseearch completed in the 1960e (Kramer and
Kohlberg) roughly supports the contentIon that subjects tested at
three year intervals Show upward change. Nowever, some high school
subjects upon reaching college appeared to regress rather then pro-
gress.

4. tntervention studies undertaken *haw that in so far as subjects do
change, they change upward one step at a time.

Correlations of Kohlberg's scale with t.Q . and Loevialites age
development scale support the cognitive deeelopmestaltat's emphasis
on the rationality of moral developeeet.

6. Resulte of a coeprbessios test developed os the basic concept* of
*itch stage end admisistered to subjects aloe; with Kohlberg's Ion-
Naar latOritOW indicated that subjects" cospfthessise of concepts
is high for the teges up to and fscludieg his sem, stags, bet tails
off for coacepts st stages higher them hie ewe.

Research results of moral jedgmest to moral action mod feeling show
modest hot statistically algatficant relatiesahip with delisseescy,
cheatieg behavior amd teacher sod peer rattails of moral behavior.

The characteristics of a "rich" social emviroeseit for facilitatieg
your% peruses developmest im moral jedgmeet seem to bet partici-
pation is way groups amd leadership roles, palest, the metoerese
childres to discuss their moral views, kith sessoldt doss
and tosidence is a* ether oattiog social popelarity, asA lisle* is
a COM alba.

9. Stage secret from Soktberes set of moral dilemmas have modest bet
significant correlations with stage scores hosed en political Weer-
sae mad semeal 41tememe.

10. Researth tmte the cognitive compeseets ef moral jedgpiet seggmet
that cartel* role talking 'kills mod Iftagetias Pirms1 Operatimes axe
pteretemlaites to moral jeignest stages*

Partial Amowars to teportast Questieem

Sesearch ea morel developmeat is far film, cemplete. limy tear.
thins roast* ememwered by empirical research. flee emestiems I. which
*sly partial amowers are evaliable are presented bele*. Anemers to tbeve
qftestieev are seeded to &eternise the velidit, of thr sera dege10001mat
throes.
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1. At oho Isirel or itajo_aro moot kooMlo?

fee people ever teeth stage six. Mnst people operate at Cho lower
stages. Maas (19410 using students at the Berkeley campus of the
University of California as subjects of his analysis found approxi-
mately 40 per cent of the subjects at stage four; and approximately
32 per cent at stage three. Tan to fifteen portent of the subjects
were at stage six. The stage six group tors classified as upper
middle class *radicals". The radical students were active in student
protest movemests at Serkeley. tames research supports the (iodises
of tohlberg (1963) sod later, Kest (1969)0 thee a majority of people
ore me states three and four.

2. keLattEts, dlii miaupu actual tit. re st

This questlom is the subject of much debate among those who study
moral judgment. The first part of the questioa relates to what the
classical dilemmas seasers. A classical dilemma is, tor example:
Should a wages steal mosey to per for medical treatment for her eon
who till die it he doss mot receive the treatment? The term cla ic
is applied became* most people will sever escoester such * sites .

The classical dilemmas of Kohlberg amd those Le this study ewer*
bow a perm* thimke abeet the particulars:oral dilemma.'

Nest, Terra sod Sehlbert (1969) examimed the issue of classical
dilemmas verees practical dilemmas. AL practical dilemma is ose which
as iadivideal would be likely to cemfroat moth as buyimg illegal
drugs. Os &isolation diaereses vas fouled to exist betesem the re-
speseesef yeomen' (41emestary *theca age) amd older (poet high
school) elm either type of dilemme. The researchers did mot ameter
the *mostlost to romovaleg differs:et for the two types of dilemmas7

ehle to_ temPorargy,emopon4 thjoir moral decieioe laskiag3.

num_
nohlherg (1103) suggests that ma analysis ei ell Om public state-
meats *ode by liehard *1*** regardiag **targets viers *case two thisk-
Leg, Imo serateh sty back mad octet& yeses. Stage two reasenleg
is eemerally attributable to adeleseemts aad preadelaceste. Obvious-
ly, a penes idle remehor the office of the trustiest &Is net realise
like a twelve year old. *server, the fact of the let level public
uttersecee temaism. Amd Vntereate trolly hammed. At lase* is the
mattes that seethe, the Presideat ead his mem ter* able to sespemd
or tempoearily iaterrept their moral decisies mmkieg logic amd tea-
mit Meals*. Al oloitlot situ:time occurs em a daily basis Ls bust-
mess. Secest disclosers* of btibes to fonalpiefficials by mellor
CA. -corporatism ere ose each example.

o2.4?LAzjmzrft..m2m._a....ad0000aofolbottoomort sumo?

The ooliooto tallith toads to verify the aseemptimm that the stages of
motel judgmmat are is tact is:varlet, amd levelopmestal is clear. it
to gesorally accepted that the rapidity mad entett et ftelpeeetee
thremgh the sesame are masted to imtelliammes mmd to some satest so-
cial clam* (tobIberg. 19Sft0eisreigh, 1910), Whet missies weigeeee
Is boNrot oloo prostesees themayb those* stages.
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5. Do answers in advance bias test results?

To date most research on moral judgment relies on the interview
technique to obtain dots. An objective instrument is, as yet, un-
knon. Rest (1974) is working on such an instrument with the goal
of obtaining A moral I.Q.

In 1966 Turril experimented with the idea of giving written an-
swer choices to moral dilemmas in an experimental situation. Turril
first conducted Kohlberg-type interviews with the subjects of the
experiment. Then, with the stage development determined, the sub-
jects were given WitteM advice on the previously tested dilemmas.
The advice represented stages at, one below, one above and two above
the particular stage of the individual subject. The subjects were
then re-interviewed to determine if the advice produced changes.

Tha results of the experinent reveal that the subjects preferred
the advice which refietted thinking at one stage above the subject's
original level. It may be concluded that under these circumstances
that multtple choice type answers to moral dilemmas say result in
responses oce stage higher than the subject would be placed by using
interview methods.

ANALYSIS OF DATA

The correlation coefficient was the primary statistic used in the
analysis of data. Although the correlation coefficient dots not reveal
cause and effftct, it does establish the extent to which items are related.

srrut
STAGE

1 and 2

9-9

-0.113884
0.1439

-0.031932
0.6,886

3 and 4 -0.110504
0.1565

4 and 5 -0.014642
0.8471

5 and 6 0.144618
0.0621

5-5

0.140258
0.0705

0.171877
0.0265

0.217278
0.0055

0.081596
0.3009

-0.046454
0.5631

TABLE 2

9-1

0.275871
0.0007

0.200932
0.0099

0.252445
0.0015

0.147631
0.0567

.-0.012119
0.86%

1-9

0.163307
0.0350

0.101869
0.1926

-0.008091
0.9150

-0.047949
0.5505

0.071782
0.6345

Correlation Coefficients fot nablipMent Styles
and Stages of Mbtal Judgment

1-1

0.155201
0.0451

0.088515
0.2601

0.092847
0.2366

-0.001186
0.9851

0.C44552
0.5793
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Table 2 contains the correlation coefficients and the signifi-
cance level of each coefficient from the computations based on nanage-
meat style scores and moral judement scores. An analysis of this numer-
ical data reveals sienificant as well as insignificant relationships, and
direct, as well as inverse relationships.

Ameasure of central tendency, the mean, and a measure of disper-
SiPU, the standard deviation, were also used in the analysis of data.
Mean scores were computed for each of the five management styles and for
each of five combined stages of moral judgment. An analysis of these
statistics and the correlation coefficients as ayplied to the various
styles of management and stages of moral judgment is the subject of this
section of the paper.

Moral Judgment and Style 9-9

The 9-9 management style, (high people, high task) is inversely
related to four of the five stages of moral development. The strongest
inverse relationship oteurred at stages 2 and 3, r 0 -.319. Nbne of the
four negrtive correlations were significant at the .05 level. The three
other negative correlations were, in descending order, -.113 for stages
1 and 2; -.11 for stages 3 and 4; and -.014 for stages 4 and 5.

Stages 5 and 6, the highest level of moral development, bore a
slight positive relationship to the 9-9 styles, .144. This relationship
is not significant at the .05 level, however, it is significant at the
.0621 level.

Moral Judgment and Style 5-5

Manasement style 5-5 (middle of the road) Is directly related to
the moral development stages at the middle and lower levels and inversely
related to the moral development styles at higher levels. The strongest
relationship, r .217 occurred at stages 3 and 4. This relationihip is
significant at the .05.level. Thi relationship of stages 2 and 3 to
style 5-5, r .171, wee also significant at the .05 level. The inverse
or negative correlation occurred at stases 5 and 6.

Moral Judgment and Management Style 9-1

Management style 9-1 (high task, law people) was more closely re-
lated to tbe middle and lower stages of moral judgments Chan any other
management style. The highest correlation, .275, In the matrix oecurred
at stages 1 and 2. This correlation VMS significant at the .05 level.
The second highest correlation in the metrix, .252 occurred at stages 3
and 4. This correlation was also highly significant (p .001). A third
highly significant correlation, r .20, p .0007, occurred at stages 2
and 3.

Style 9-1 bore a slightly, although not significant, positive re-
latiorship to stages 4 and 5, r .147. A slightly negative relationship
existed at stages 5 and 6.
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Moral Judgment and Style 1-9

One significant corrtgation occurred with moral judgment and style
1-9 (low task, high people). Stages 1 and 2 bore the significant relation
to this style, r = .163, p = .03. Stages 3 and 4 bore a slight negative
relationship to the 1-9 style. No discernible relationship exists between
the 1-9 style and stages 2 and 3 and stages 5 and 6.

Moral Judgment and Style 1-1

Management style 1-1 (low people and law task) bore some relation
to stages 1 and 2. Of the five correlations with this style, stages 1
and 2 yielded the strongest correlation, r = .155. This correlation WAS
also significant at the .05 level. The other four correlations were less
than 1.13. None of the other correlations of moral development stage and
1-1 style were significant.

Central Tendency and Dispersion of Management Style Scores

The mean scores of the five management styles ranged from a tow
mean of 50.6, the 9-1 style to a MO mean of 92.2, the 9-9 style. This
difference revealed that a major 'v of the respondents tended to weight
questionnaire items which relatcu :0 the 9-9 style heavier than similar
questionnaire items related to style 9-1. Other mean scores, presented
in table 3, were in descending order 74.0 for the 1-9 style; 68.0 for the
5-5 style; and 54.9 for the 1-1 style.

TABLE 3

VARIABLE X MEAN
STANDARD
DEVIATION LON MICH

Style 9-9 163 92.23 12.60 59 117
Style 5-5 163 68.00 11.77 36 99
Style 9-1 163 50.60 13.48 20 et
Style 1-9 163 74.09 10.33 20 98
Style 1-1 163 54.92 11.21 23 88
Stages 1 and 2 163 40.21 8.80 22 99
Stages 2 and 3 163 51.37 8.88 34 95
Stages 3 and 4 163 57.19 7.88 38 76
Stages 4 and 5 163 62.90 7.94 43 114
Stages 5 and 6 163 69.78 9.03 50 113

Measures of Central Tendency and Dispersive for Menagement
Styles and Stages of Koval Judgment

The standard deviation revealed the degree of dispersion of the
scores for the five senagement styles. The 9-1 style scores bad the
lsrgettt standard &viatica 13.4. The 1-9 style scvres bad the smallest
standard deviation, 10.3. 4be remaining standard deviations's/ere in de-
sceediag order, style 9-9 with 12.6, style 5-5 with 11.7, and style 14
with 11.2.
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Central Tendencies and Dispersion of Moral Judgment Scored

The mean scores of the five coehined stages of moral judgment
ranged from a lov of 40.2, stages I and 2, co a high of 69.7, stages 5
and 6.

It appears the respondents gave wore weight to questionnaire
items related to the higher levels of moral judgment than to similar
items related to the lower levels of moral judgment. The mean scores
for the other three cosbined stages were: 62.9 for stages 4 and 5; 57.1
for stages 4 and 3; and 51.3 for stages 3 and 2.

The largest standard deviation occurred at stages 5 and 6,
sd = 3.03. Stages I and 2 and stages 3 and 4 had standard deviations
of 8.80 and 8.88 respectively. Stages 3 and 4 and stages 4 and 5 were
almost identical. These standard deviations were 7.88 for the former
and 7.94 for the latter. Less than 2 points separate the range of stand-
ard deviations of the moral judgment stages.

CONCLUSIONS

lased on the analysis of data, It may be concluded that:

I. Respondents in the survey indicate a pronounced propensity toward the
9-9 management style (lash relationship, high task orientation).

2.. ft consideration of the 9-9 style, the respondents in the survey are
more task oriented than relationship oriented.

3. Respondents who were high task oriented and low relationship oriented
(9-I) tended to use the middle and lover stages of moral judgment.

4. Respondents who were "middle of the road" (5-5) tended to use the
middle stages of coral judgment.

S. Respondents who weee'of a low task and high relationship orientation
(1-9) as well as respondents who were low in both orientations (1-1)
tended to use the lower stages of moral judgment.

6. Respondents who score high on both task and relationship scales, 9-9
style, tended not to use the lower and ulddle stages of moral judgr
ment. The extent to veleta these respondents used the higher stages
of moral judgment ts not clear.

7. The null hypothesis, there is no significant relationahlp between
leadership styles and stage of moral judgment may be rejected:

111
1

/here is no sigmificant correlatice between 9, 9 management and
stage* 5 & 6 of mserseldavelopment, may be rejected at the .061
level. 144
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HI There is no significant correlation between 9, I management and
stages 4 & 5 of moral development, may be rejected at the .001
level.

11I
3

There is no significant correlation between 5, 5 management and
stages 3 & 4 of moral development, may be rejected at the .005
level.

HI
4

There is no significant correlation between 1, 9 management and
stages 2 & 3 of moral development, cannot be rejected.

11I
5

There is no significant correlation between I, 1 management and
stages 1 & 2 of moral development, may be rejected at the .04
level.

High

FIGURE 2

1-9 style

stages 1 and 2

9-9 style

stage 5 and 6

5-5 style
stage 3 and 4

1-1 style

stage 1 and 2

9-1 style

stages 3 and 4
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stages 1 and 2
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Mbral Judgment Stages *elated to Management Styles
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IMPLICATIONS FOR COMMUNICATION

Managers who may be classified as having a high ta*sk, low re-
lationship orientation tea to justify their actions by (a) a law and
order frame of reference or (b) a punishment-obedience frame of refer-
ence. Similarly, managers who may be classified as middle of the road,
5-5 style, tend to justify their actions from a law and order frame of
reference. (See Figure 2).

Both managers why may be classified as low task, high relation-
ship and classified as low task, low relationship orientations may tend,
to justify their'actions from a punishment-obedience orientation, with
emphasis on the second level of these stages, the principle of recipro-
city or doing favors,
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APPENDIX A

Sample Items From the Management Style Questionnaire

1. An employee created a stress situation by criticizing many of my
decisions to other members of the staff. In discussing this situa-
tion with him/her I will probably:

a. Try to win the employee's respect and then persuade him/her to
my point of view.

b. Talk as little as possible and wait for the employee to ask for
my opinions or ideas.

c. Be as active as the employee and try to arrive at conclusions
which represent our joint points of view.

d. Allow the employee to do most of the talking in the interview,
and listen in a non-judgmental and accepting manner.

e. Be very active in the discussion to clarify the reasons under-
lying my decisions and the positions I feel must be adopted.

Most Least

Similar 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 I 3 2 1 Similar

2. The President of the company asked me to help devise a proposal for
more employee participation in setting company policy. In these com-
mittee meetings with various managers, I will probably:

Most

a. Wait for my opinion to be asked and usually accept the majority
opinion.

b. Assist others in clarifying their ideas and emphasize good re-
lations among committee members.

c. State my ideas and opinions in the context of my contact with
subordinates and work toward a feasible proposal.

d. Try to persuade the committee members to accept my point of view
and push for a proposal that can realistically be adopted.

e. Encourage everyone to actively participate and emphasize under-
standing and agreement of a proposal that is satisfactory to all
involved.

1
Similar 10 9 81716 5 1 4 3 12 I

Least
1 Similar
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APPENDIX B

Sample Item From the Moral Judgment Questionnaire

George Wilson, manager of a small wholesale business, announced
a Christmas bcnus offer to his employees. George said if 3rd quarter
profits were up 10% over last year each employee would get a 5% bonus
in their December checks. The employees worked very hard. Third quar-
ter profits were up 11%. In the December checks George gave a 2% bonus.
He kept the other 3% for himself as he felt he did most of the work.

a. George is the boss so he can keep the 3%. The employees should have
worked harder.

b. Breaking of the promise destroys the trust and respect the employees
have for George.

c. George had no right to lower the bonus to 2% after he promised to
give 52

d. George can and did lower the bonus, but the employees should not
passively accept it. They have rights too.

e. George should give a 3% bonus, the-same-as-he'kept for himself:

f. The employees should accept the bonus graciously. But the employees
will lose trust in him (by breaking the promise of the bonus).

Agree
With
Most 10 9 8 F 7 1

1 5 1 4 i 3 I
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2 1 1 Least
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With
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